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The front cover design is to celebrate Sandown's 100th Old Home Days Celebration
August 10,11,12, 2001.
Many years ago. Old Home Days were established in order to get together current residents and
those who have moved away from town to come back each year for a celebration.
Sandown's first Old Home Days celebration began in 1901 and has grown each year.
The celebrations have grown in size and variety over the years to include bake-off contests, frog
jumping races, road races, a chicken barbeque, and fireworks, ending with the traditional Church
Service at the Historic Old Meeting House followed by a roast beef dinner.
So call up an old neighbor and invite them back home to Sandown for the
100th Old Home Days celebration!
ELEANOR LOUISEBASSETT
ELEANOR BASSETTISA UFE-LONGRESIDENTOFSANDOllN, THE FIFTHOFSIXTEEN
CHILDRENBORN TO RA YMOND K. AND PRISCILLA BASSETTOFFREMONTRO.AD.
ASA YOUNG GIRL, SHE BECAME INVOL VED INCOMMUNITY ACTIVITIESAND
VOLUNTEER EFFORTS; THISHASNOTCHANGED THROUGHOUT THE YEARS.
ELEANOR WASACTIVE IN4HAND THEMETHODIST YOUTHGROUPASA CHILD. YEARS
LATER, SHE IVAS THE DIRECTOR OF THE METHODIST TEENCOFFEE HOUSE.
ASANADULT ELEANOR EARNED THE POSITIONOFSUPERINTENDENTOF THE SUNDA Y
SCHOOL AND UBRARIANFOR THE TOIVNUBR^LRY, THENLOCATEDAT THE TOfVNHILL.
SHE IVASA TUTOR IN THEADULTEDUCAHONPROGRAM TEACHINGAREA RESIDENTS
TO READ.
EVENTHOUGHELEANOR WORKED FOR SEVERAL LOCAL RETAIL STORESAS IVELL AS
SANDOWNS FOXDENRETIREMENTHOMEAND THE CRAFTY CAFE, SHE FOUND TIME
TO OPERA TE THE COMMUNITY FOOD PANTR Y, COORDINA TE DISTRIBUTIONOFFOOD
BASKETS TO SANDOJVNS NEEDYDURING THE HOUDAYS, SERl'EAS TRKASURER FOR
THE OLD MEETINGHOUSE HISTORICAL ASSOCL4HONFOR 42 YEARSAND TREASURER
FOR THE EASTHAMPSTEAD UNIONCHURCH. SHE HASBEENA MEMBER OF THE
S.ANDOWNGRANGE FOR 55 YEARS, SHE ISA MEMBER OF THE LIONS CL UB, THE 60+
CLUB, DERRY UNITED WA Y, ST MATTHEW'S UNITED METHODIST WOMENAND SHE WAS
A VOLUNTEER DRIVER FOR COMMUNITY CAREGIVERS.
ELEANOR WASHONORED AS S^INDOIVN'S CITIZENOF THE YE.IR IN 1989AND, SEVERAL
YEARS LA TER, AS ROCKINGHAM COUNTY'S VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR.
THIS YEAR, WE WISH TO HONOR ELEANOR BASSETTAGAIN. SHE ISA TRIHE EXAMPLE OF
COMMLNITY SPIRIT; OF GIVING WITHOUTEXPECTINGSOMETHINGINRETURN. THE
TOWNOFSANDOWNISA BETTER PLACE BECAUSE OFHER UNFAJUNG SPIRITAND HER
LOVE FOR HER HOhfETOWN.
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Thanks go to former Selectman, Dave Cheney, for his expertise
in the design of the cover for this year's town report.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2010 with funding from















DEPUTY TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
TIM WARREN PAT GIAQUINTA







SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST































































































































































































OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
SANDOWN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03873
Incorporated 1756 Tel: (603) 887-4870
2000 TOWN CLERK REPORT
6339 MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS ISSUED
5551 PLATE DECALS @ 2.50
1100 TITLE FEES @ 2.00
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Treasurer's Yearly Report
Beginning balance January 2000
From Tax Collector (see attached detail)
From Town Clerk (see attached detail)

























Balance as of December 31 , 2000



















3401.51 Planning Board 5233 64
3401.52 Zoning Board 1145 00
3401.53 Sub-division Bool<s 22 00
3401.54 Zoning Ordinances 66 00
3401.55 Septic Design Review 1180.00
3401.56 Impact Fees 00
Other
3501 .00 Sale of Town Property 00
3502.00 Interest on Deposits 19801.32
3503.00 Town Hall Rental 1312 03
3509.00 Returned Checks 0^00



















3120.00 Land Use Change Tax
3120.99 Land Use Chiange Tax
3120.98 Land Use Change Tax









3190.00 Property Tax Interest
3190.99 Property Tax Interest
3190.98 Property Tax Interest





3192.00 Land Use Change Interest
3192.99 Land Use Change Interest
3192.98 Land Use Change Interest
3192.97 Land Use Change Interest
3193.00 Excavation Tax Interest
3193.99 Excavation Tax Interest
3193.98 Excavation Tax Interest
3193.97 Excavation Tax Interest
3195.00 Yield Tax Interest
3195.99 Yield Tax Interest
3195.98 Yield Tax Interest




























MUNICIPAL COUNTY SCHOOL SCHOOL TOTAL
(LOCAL) (STATE)
1996
TOWN OF 3ANDOWN NH
Budget vs. Actual
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THE STA TE OFNEWHAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WHL BE OPENFROM 8:00AM TO 8:00 PM, MARCH 13, 2001.
TO IHE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OFSANDOWN, NHIN THE COUNT}'
OFROCKINGHAMIN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWNAFFAIRS:
YOUARE HEREBYNOTIFIED TO MEETAT THE SANDOWN TOWNHALL IN
SAID SANDOWNONSATURDA Y, THE TENTHDAY OFFEBRUARYNEXTAT
TEN OF THE CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING
SUBJECTS:
ARTICLE L TO CHOOSE ALL NECESSARY TOWN OFFICERS FOR THE
ENSUING YEAR (TO BE VOTED BYBALLOTMARCH 13, 2001).
ARTICLE 2. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE ASAN
OPEKVTING BUDGET, NOTINCLUDINGAFPROPRLmONS BYSPECIAL
WARR^iNTARTICLES, THE AMOUNTS SETFORTH ON THE BUDGET
POSTED WITH THE WARRANT, FOR THE PURPOSES SETFORTH
THEREIN, TOTALING $1,622,548? SHOULD THISARTICLE BE DEFEATED,
THE OPERATING BUDGETSHALL BE $1,472,438 WHICH IS THE SAME AS
FAST YEAR, WITH CERTAINADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED BYPREVIOUS
ACTION OF THE TOWN OR BYLAW OR THE GOVERNING BODYMAY
HOLD ONE SPECIAL MEETING, INACCORDANCE WITHRSA 40:13, X AND
XVI TO TAKE UP THE ISSUE OFA REVISED OPERATING BUDGET ONLY.
ARTICLE 3. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TOAUTHORIZE THE
BOARD OFSELECTMEN TO ACCEPT, ONBEHALF OF THE TOWN, GIFTS,
AND DEVISES MADE TO THE TOWNIN TRUSTFORANYPUBLIC
PURPOSE, AS PERMITTED BY RSA 31:19.
WE HEREBY CERTIFY THATWE GAVE NOTICE TO THE INHABITANTS
WITHINNAMED TO MEETAT TIMEAND PLACEAND FOR THE PURPOSE
WITHINMENTIONED. BYPOSTING UPANATTESTED COPYOF THE
WRITTEN WARRANTAT THE PLACE OF MEETING WITHINNAMED AND A
LIKEATTESTED COPYATSANDOWN TOWNHALL AND POST OFFICE




4. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL TIIE TOWNACCEPTAND
APPROPRIATE BLOCK GRANTREVENUES IN THESUM OF $93,331.28 AS
SUPPLIED BY TIIE STATE OFNEWIIAMPSinRE FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMS TO BE RECOMMENDED BY THE SANDOWNHIGHJVAY
DEPARTMENTAND APPROVED BY THESANDOWNBOARD OF
SELECTMEN. (TAXIMPACT $U). RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
5. SPECLiL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $31,025. 00 TO PA VEALLENSTREET, HEIDI
STREET, BRIANSTREETAND FRANCES STREET. RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
6. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $9, 000. 00 TO PA VE PRESTON DRIVE.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
7. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
APPROPRIA TE THESUM OF $25,550. 00 TO PA VE ROYAL RANGE ROAD.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
8. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THESUM OF $10, 000. 00 TO PA VE TENNEY FARI^I ROAD.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMAHTTEE.
9. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $11,075.00 TO PA VE WILKELE ROAD.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
10. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THESUM OF $11,825. 00 TO PA VE SCHOOLHOUSE LANEAND
SCHOOLHOUSE ROAD. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
IL SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOW^N RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THESUM OF $5,450. 00 TO PA VE INDIANHILL ROAD.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
-22-
12. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $5, 775. 00 TO PA VE E.ASTL4NE.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
13. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRUSEAND
APPROPRIATE IHESUM OF $2,900.00 TO UPGRADEAND STANDARDIZE
THE HEA TINGSYSTEMIN THE SANDOWN TOWNHALL. RECOMMENDED
BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMITTEE.
14. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $8,62.5.00 TO PAINT THE OUTSIDE WOODEN
TRIMSAND RAMPS OF THESANDOWN TOWNHALL. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMITTEE.
15. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF S11, 000. 00 TO RESTORE THE RETAINING WALL
AND STEPSABUTTING THE PARKINGLOTAT THE SANDOWN TOWNHALL.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
16. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THESUM OF $600. 00 FOR THE VIC GEARY CENTER IN
PLAISTOV/ TO PROVIDE SOCIAL SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY CITIZENS
OFSANDOWN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
17. SPECLAL WARKAN'TARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNKAISE AND
APPROPRLATE THE SUM OF $12,860. 00 TO REMOVEAND RE-ROOF THE
ORIGINAL PORTION OF TOWNHALL WITHNEWSHINGLES.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
18. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISEAND
APPROPRIA TE THE SUM OF $4,200. 00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF HIRING A
PROFESSIONAL AUDITING FIRM TO AUDIT THE TOWN OFSANDOWN'S
FINANCLAL BOOKS BEGINNING IN YEAR 2001 HENCEFORTH.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
-23-
19. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THESUMOF S2J00.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF UPGRADING
THE WATER FILTKATIONAND PURIFICATIONSYSTEMSAT THE TOV/N
HALL AND THE FIRE/POLICE STATION. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD
OFSELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
20. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN KAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THESUM OF $2, 710. 00 TO PURCHASE A NEW COPIER FOR
THESANDOWNPUBLIC LIBRARY. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
2L SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $10,800.00 TO UPGRADE THE DOS BASE
CIRCULATIONSYSTEM TO A WINDOWS SYSTEM WITHA WEB INTERFACE.
UPGRADE V,aLL INCLUDE NEW CIRCULATIONSOFTfVARE, THREE
COMPUTERS, L.ABOR TO INSTALL AND TECHNICAL SUPPORTAT THE
SANDOWNPUBLICLIBRARY. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COM^HTTEE.
22. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RALSEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF 59, 500. 00 TO PURCHASEAND EQUIPA RESCUE
BOATFOR THE SANDOWNFIREAND RESCUE DEPARTMENT.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
23. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNRAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $25,000.00 TO ESTABLISHA CAPITAL RESERVE
FUND FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE CONSTRUCTION OFA FUTURE
RECREAnONAL AREA. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
24. SPECLAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $5,094. 00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING
A CRUISER VIDEO CAMERA FROMKUSTOM, INC. RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
25. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. TO SEE IF THE TOV/N JfTLL VOTE TO
RAISEAND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $1, 657. SO FOR THE PURPOSE OF
DWI ENFORCEMENTOVERHME PATROLS, CONTINGENTUPON
RECEIllNG 100% FEDERAL FUNDING THROUGH THE STATE OFNEW
HAMPSHIRE HIGHWAYSAFETYAGENCY. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD
OFSELECTMEN RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
-24-
26. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
KAISEAND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF SL657.80 FOR THE PURPOSE OF
SELECTIVE TRAFFICENFORCEMENT OVERTIME PATROLS, CONTINGENT
UPONRECEIVING 100% FEDERAL FUNDING THROUGH THE STATE OF
NEWHAMPSHIRE HIGIBVAYSAFETYAGENCY. RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
27. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. TO SEE IF 'THE TOWN WILL RAISE AND
APPROPRIA TE THE SUM OF $39,460 FOR THE PURCHASEAND EQUIPPING
OFA 200] FORD F450 TONAND 1/2 TRUCK EQUIPPED WITHA 9 FOOT
FISHER COMMERCIAL PLOV/AND A GODWIN 9X 7DUMP FOR USE BY
THE SANDOV/NHIGHWAYDEPARTMENT. RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET CGMAHTTEE.
28. SPECIAL WARRAN'TARTICLE. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL RAISE AND
APPROPRLATE THESUMOF $4,246.40 TO PURCHASE A MICRON CLIENT
PRO DX500S COMPUTER FOR THE SELECTMEN'S OFFICE. THE COST
ALSO INCLUDES SETUPAND CONFIGURATION OF THE SYSTEMAND
TRAINING OF PERSONNEL. THE NEWSYSTEM WILL ALLOW^FOR
EXPANSIONAND WILL SERVE THE TOWN'S FUTURE NEEDS.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
29. SPECLAL WARRANTARTICLE, TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
RAISEAND APPROPRIATE THESUM OF S2, 992. 00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PURCHASINGA COPYMACHINE FOR THE SANDOV/NPOLICE
DEPARTMENT. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
RECOMMENDED BY IHE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
30. SPECIAL WARRAN'TARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND
APPROPRLATE THESUM OF $26,401. 00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING
AND EQUIPPINGA CROWN VICTORIA CRUISER FOR THE SANDOWN
POLICE DEPARTMENT. THE COST TO BE OFFSETBY THE SALE/TRADE OF
OUR 1997 FORD CROWN VICTORIA POLICE CRUISER. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. NOTRECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMTTEE.
-25-
31. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISEAND
AFPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $145,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OFAUTHORIZING
THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN TO CONTRACTREKALUATIONSERVICES TO
COMPLy iVlTH THE STATE MANDATE THATA TOWN RE VALUAHONBE
COMPLETED PRIOR TO APRIL 1, 2002. THE L.ASTREVALUAHON WAS DONE
IN 1989-1990 AND STA TE LAWREQUIRES THATREVALUA TIONS BE DONE
ATLEASTONCE EVERY TEN YEARS. THE TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTIS
$170,000. A TOTAL OF $25,000 HAS ALREADYBEENAPPROPRIATED AND
ENCUMBERED FROM THE 2000 WARRANTFOR THIS PURPOSE.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN NOTRECOMMENDED
BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
32. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL 'THE TOWN RAISE A.N
D
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $30,000 (SALARYAND BENEFITS) TO HIRE A
PART-TIME TOWNADMINISTR.ATOR RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN. NOTRECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
33. SPECML WARRiNTARTICLE. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL RAISEAND
APPROPRIATE THESUM OF $1,333. 90 TO PURCHASEAND INSTALL A
HEWLETTPACKARD EASERJET4050 SERIES EASER PRINTER FOR THE
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
NOTRECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
34. SPECIAL V/ARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOY/NRAISEAND
APPROPRLATE THESUM OF $7, 000. 00 TO BE USED IN CONJUNCHONmUI
$3,000. 00 OF PRiVATE DONA TIONS, TO PURCHASEAND INSTALL AN
IRRIGAHONSYSTEMFOR TIVO FIELDSAT THE ROY L. MILLER
RECREATIONAREA. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
NOTRECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
35. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN VOTE TOALLOW THE
BOARD OF SELECTfvIEN TO AUCTION TOWN-OWNED LAND (TAXMAP 21
LOT 36). RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
36. SPECIAL V/ARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOV/N RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THESUM OF $3,000. 90 TV INCREASE EACHSELECTMAN'S
STIPEND BY $1,000.00 EA.CHPER YEAR RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD
OFSELECTMEN. NOTRECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
-25-
37. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. TO SEE IF TIIE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
ALLOW THE PARKINGLOT WHICH WAS GIFTED TO THE TOWN BY DEED
OFNELLIE C. S. OSGOOD IN 1948 TO BE USED, INADDITION TO THE
PARKING OFMOTOR VEHICLES. FOR OTHER APPROPRIATE MUNICIPAL
PURPOSESSUCHAS THE CONSTRUCTION OFA POLICE STATION
THEREON, AND ITS USEAS SUCH. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN.
38. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
RAISEAND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $375,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PLANNING, SITE WORK, CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPPING AND FURNISHING
A NEW BUILDING FOR THE SANDOWNPOLICE DEPARTMENT.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN. NOTRECOMMENDED
BY THE BUDGETCOMMITTEE.
39. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWNAMEND THE
EXISTINGAGREEMENT UNDER SECTION 218 OF THE SOCIAL SECURIT}'
ACTBYEXCLUDING THE SERVICES PERFORMED BYELECTION WORKERS
FORANY CALENDAR YEAR IN WHICH THE REMUNERATION PAID FOR
SUCHSERVICES IS LESS THAN $1,100. 00. THE $1,100. 00 LIAHTON THE
EXCLUDABLEAMOUNTOFREMUNERATION PAID INANY CALENDAR
YEAR FOR THE SERllCES SPECIFIED IN THIS MODIFICATION WILL BE
SUBJECT TOADJUSTMENTFOR CALENDAR YEARSAFTER 2000 TO
REFLECTCHANGES IN WAGES IN THE ECONOhP/ WITHOUTANl'
FURTHER MODIFICATION OF THISAGREEMENT JflTHRESPECT TOSUCH
SERVICES PERFORMED DURINGSUCH CALENDAR YEARS.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
40. SPECIAL WARRANTARnCLE. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
ACCEPT THE EXTENSION ONSNOWLANEASA TOWNROAD SUBJECT TO
THE APPROVAL OF THE PLANNING BOARD AND THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
41. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO
ACCEPT THE EXTENSION OF CHESTNUTHILL ROAD AS A TOWN ROAD
SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE PLANNING BOARD AND THE BOARD
OFSELECTMEN. RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OFSELECTMEN.
-27-
42. SPECIAL WARRANTARTICLE. TO SEE IF TIIE TOWN WOULD SUPPORT
LEGISLATION TOALLOW VIDEO GAMBLING FOR THE PURPOSE OF
RAISINGREVENUE TO MEET THE STATE 'S OBLIGAHON TO FUND
EDUCATION UNDER THE NEWHAMPSHIRE SUPREME COURT'S
CLAREMONTDECISION. AT THE MOUNT WASHINGTONHOTEL IN
BPJErrON WOODS, THE BALSAMSHOTEL IN DDCvILLE NOTCH,
ROCKINGHAMPARKINSALEM, HINSDALE GREYHOUND PARKIN
HINSDALE, I^KES REGION GREYHOUND PARKINBELMONTAND
SEABROOK GREYHOUND PARKINSEABROOK.
-28-
Z-1 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To change the zone classification for Tax Map 2, Lot 29 from Residential District to the
Business District (Be).
Z-2 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article 11, Part A, General Regulations-All Zones, Section 7 E to read as follows:
"E. An inspection of every sanitary disposal system which is installed, whether it be a
new design or a repair/replacement, is required at the completion of each phase of
construction ofwork and shall be in compliance with the Town of Sandown Zoning
Ordinance and any state statutes. When said inspection is performed by a Town
Official on behalf of the Town of Sandown or the State of New Hampshire, there
shall be a fee of $60 per system installation.
Phases of construction are to be defined as follows:
1
.
Basal inspection: excavation before sand placement.
2. After sand placement.
3. After bedrock construction before landfill. Local approval and state approval
(where necessary) shall be obtained prior to backfilling.
4. After backfill.
F. All test pits and percolation tests for a septic system design shall be inspected and
logged by a Sandown Board of Health Official or its agent. The cost of said
inspection shall be borne by the applicant and shall be $30.
G. All septic system plans submitted for review or re-review shall be subject to a $20
per dwelling unit plan fee.
H. All commercial establishments (e.g. daycares, kindergartens, food service
establishments, massage, electrology, hair salon or any other facility requiring a
Town of Sandovra Health Inspection per New Hampshire Division of Health and
Human Services, will be subject to a $50 flat fee. (Amended 3/12/91)
Z-3 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To add Article III, Part C, Minimum Housing Standards for the Occupancy and Habitation




Pursuant to the authority granted by RSA Chapter 48-A entitled "Housing Standards", the
Town of Sandown adopts the following ordinance prescribing minimum standards for the
occupancy and habitation of rental dwellings in the Town of Sandown.
Section 2 Definitions
The following terms, wherever used or referred to in this ordinance, shall have the following
respective meanings unless a different meaning clearly appears from the context:
A. "Municipality" shall mean the Town of Sandown, NH.
B. "Governing Body" shall mean the Sandown Town Meeting.
C. "Rental Dwelling" shall mean any building, structure, trailer, mobile home or camp
or part thereof, used and occupied for human habitation or intended to be so used,
including any appurtenances belonging thereto or usually enjoyed therewith, and
which is rented from another for a fixed or indeterminate period of time; regardless
of duration.
D. "Public Agency" shall mean the Sandown Health Officer.
Section 3 Findings of Fact
Whereas the Town has determined that from time to time there may exist rental dwellings
in the Town which are unfit for human habitation due to dilapidation, dangerous defects
which are likely to result in fire, accidents or other calamities, unhealthful lack of ventilation
or sanitary facilities or due to other unhealthy or hazardous or dilapidated conditions,
including those set forth in Section 7 below, the following ordinance is adopted to cause the
repair, closing or demolition or removal of such rental dwellings in the manner provided in
this chapter.
Section 4 Public Agency, Complaint and Service, Repair/Demolition, Appeal
A. The Town of Sandown Health Officer and/or Deputy Health Officer is hereby
empowered to act as the Town's Minimum Housing Standards Enforcement Officer
and shall be the public agency required by RSA 48-A:3.
B. Whenever a petition is filed with the Health Officer by at least 10 residents of the
Town charging that any dwelling is unfit for human habitation or whenever it appears
to the Health Officer by inspection that any dwelling in imfit for human habitation
because ofany reason specified in this ordinance, it shall, ifpreliminary investigation
discloses a basis for such charges, issue and cause to be served upon the owner, every
mortgagee or record and all parties in interest m such dwelling (including persons in
-30-
possession) a complaint stating the charges in that respect. If the person to be served
resides outside of the state, service may be made upon him/her by registered mail;
and if there are any un-ascertained persons having an interest in said dwellings,
notice may be given them by publication in a newspaper having general circulation
in the Town, such publication to be at least 10 days before the date set for the
hearing. Such complaint shall contain a notice that a hearing will be held before the
Sandown Health Officer at a place therein fixed not less than 10 nor more than 30
days after the serving of said complaint; that the ovsoier, mortgagee and parties in
interest shall be given the right to file an answer to that complaint and to appear in
person, or otherwise, and give testimony at the place and time fixed in the complaint;
and that the rules of evidence prevailing in courts of law or equity shall not be
controlling in hearings before the Health Officer.
C. That if, after such notice and hearing, the Health Officer determines according to the
standards of this ordinance that the dwelling under consideration is unfit for human
habitation, the Health Officer shall state in writing his or her findings of fact in
support of such determination and shall issue and cause to be served upon the owner
thereofan order, which, if the repair, alteration or improvement of said dwelling can
be made at a reasonable cost of relation to the value of the dwelling and the ability
ofthe owner to assume such cost, requires the owner, vsdthin the time specified in the
order, to repair, alter or improve such dwelling to render it fit for human habitation
or to vacate and close the dwelling as a human habitation; or if the repair, alteration
or improvement ofthe said dwelling cannot be made at a reasonable cost in relation
to the value of the dwelling and the ability of the owner to assume such cost, requires
the owner, within the time specified in the order, to remove or demolish such
dwelling.
D. If an owner is aggrieved by an order ofthe Health Officer made pursuant to Section
4 C hereof, the owner may, v^dthin fourteen (14) days of receipt of the Health
Officer's decision, appeal said decision to the Board of Selectmen of the Town of
Sandown. The Board of Selectmen shall hold a public hearing upon said appeal, due
notice of said hearing having first been given to the Health Officer and to the owner.
The Board of Selectmen may affirm or revoke the order of the Health Officer, or they
may modify the same in accordance with their findings. If they shall affirm or
modify such order, the Health Officer shall proceed to enforce said order as affirmed
or so modified, in the manner prescribed in Section 5 below. If the Board of
Selectmen shall revoke said order, the proceedings shall be terminated.
Section 5 Procedure for Enforcement
If the owner fails to comply with an order, made pursuant to the provisions of Section 4
above, to repair, alter, improve or to vacate and close the dwelling, or to remove or demolish
the dwelling, the Health Officer may file a petition in the Superior Court ui which it shall set
forth the charges issued pursuant to Section 4 (c) above, as well as any other allegations
bearing upon the unfitness of the dwelling for human habitation. The Court shall thereupon
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direct notice to be given to all parties having an interest in said dwelling including
mortgagees and person in possession thereof. Such notice shall be given, where practicable,
by personal service, except that if the person to be served resides outside the state, service
may be made upon him by registered mail; and if there are any unascertained persons having
an interest in said dwelling, notice may be given them by publication of the petition in a
newspaper having general circulation in the Town of Sandown, such publication to be at least
1 days before the date set for the hearing. The court shall set a date for hearing such charges
and additional allegations. Upon hearing, the matter shall be treated as DE NOVO, and the
court shall hear such pertinent evidence concerning the fitness of the dwelling for human
habitation as may be relevant.
Section 6 Order of the Court
The court shall, as soon as practicable, issue its order upon said petition; and if the court
finds the dwelling complained against is unfit for human habitation due to any of the causes
or conditions enumerated in Section 3 above, such order shall direct the Health Officer to
repair, alter or improve such dwelling to render it fit for hvmian habitation if such repair,
alteration or improvement can be made at a reasonable cost in relation to the value of the
dwelling and the ability of the owner to assume such cost; or if the repair, alteration or
improvement of said dwelling cannot be made at a reasonable cost in relation to the value
of the dwelling and the ability of the owner to assume such cost, to remove or demolish such
dwelling. If the court shall find in favor of the owner, it shall award to him his reasonable
costs and expenses, including coimsel fees, all as determined by the court, incurred by him
in his defense of the action in the Superior Court.
Section 7 Lien
Whenever the Health Officer shall incur cost for the repair, alteration, improvement vacating
or closing or the removal of demolition of a rental dwelling pursuant to an order of the
Superior Court, the amount of such costs shall be a lien against the real property as to which
such cost was incurred and such lien, including as part thereofupon allowance of his costs
and necessary attorney's fees, may be foreclosed upon order of the Superior Court made
pursuant to a petition for that purpose field in said court. Such lien shall be subordinate to
mortgages ofrecord made before the institution of proceedings under this ordinance. Notice
of said lien shall be filed with the Rockingham County Register of Deeds and shall be
recorded by him or her. If the dwellmg is demolished by the Health Officer, he or she shall
sell the materials of such dwelling and pay the proceeds of such sale over to the Superior
Court for distribution to such persons as the court shall find entitled thereto.
Section 8 Standards for the Sandown Health Officer
The Sandown Health Officer may determine that a rental dwelling is unfit for human
habitation ifhe or she finds that conditions exist in such rental dwelling which are unusually,
abnormally or unreasonably dangerous or injurious to the health or safety of the occupants
ofneighborhood dwellings, rental or otherwise, or other residents ofthe Town of Sandown.
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Such conditions may include the following: defects which increase beyond normal the
hazards of fire, accident or other calamities; lack of reasonable adequate ventilation, light or
sanitary facilities; dilapidation; disrepair, dangerous structural defects; uncleanliness; over-
crowding; inadequate ingress or egress; inadequate drainage; or any violation of other health,
fire or safety regulations including, but not limited to, those items contained in Section 14
of this Ordinance.
Section 9 Additional Provisions of Ordinances, Codes or Bylaws
The Sandown Health Officer is hereby authorized to exercise such powers as may be
necessary or convenient to carry out and effectuate purposes and provisions ofthis ordinance,
including the following powers which in addition to others herein granted:
A. To investigate the rental dwelling conditions in the Town of Sandown in order to
determine which rental dwellings therein are unfit for human habitation.
B. To administer affirmations, examine witnesses and receive evidence.
C. To enter upon premises for the purpose ofmaking examinations, provided that such
entries shall be made in such manner as to cause the least possible inconvenience to
the persons in possession and to obtain an administration inspection warrant under
RSA 595-B for this purpose from a court of competent jurisdiction in the event entry
is denied or resisted;
D. To fix the duties of such officers, agents and employees as have been previously
appointed and authorized by the Board of Selectmen to assist the Health Officer to
carry out the purposes of this Ordinance, and;
E. To delegate any of his or her ftmctions under this ordinance to such officers as he or
she may designate in accordance with prior authorization ofthe Board of Selectmen.
Section 10 No Abrogation of Other Powers
Nothing herein shall be construed to abrogate or impair the powers ofthe court or the town
meeting, or Board of Selectmen or any department of the Town of Sandown to enforce any
provision of its chapter or its ordinances or regulations nor to prevent or punish violations
thereof; and the powers conferred by this Chapter shall be in addition and supplemental to
the powers conferred by any other law.
Section 11 No Abrogation of Powers of the Town as to Nuisances
Nothing in this ordinance shall be construed to impair or limit in any way the power of the
Town of Sandown to define and declare nuisances and to cause their removal or abatement
by summary proceedings or otherwise.
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I. There is an inadequate supply of potable water or whatever equipment that is
available to heat water is not properly operating;
J. There are leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances
fiimished by the landlord; or
K. The premises do not have heating facilities that are properly installed, safely
maintained and in good working condition, or are not capable of safely and
adequately heating all habitable rooms, bathrooms and toilet rooms located therein,
to a temperature of at least an average of65 degrees F; or, when the landlord supplies
heat in consideration for the rent, the premises are not actually maintained at a
minimum average room temperature of 65 degrees F in all habitable rooms.
Z-4 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Plaiming
Board?
To amend Article 11, Part A, Section 1 to read as follows:
"A permit shall be required for the erection ofany buildings or the installation of any potable
water supply well."
Z-5 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article II, Part A, Section 3 to read as follows:
"It shall be the duty of the administrative authority to grant or refiise a permit within thirty
days for residential applications and 60 days for nonresidential applications per RSA 676:13,
III after receipt of a complete application. The applicant may be called in for consultation
by the administrative authority within the thirty or sixty day period for the purpose of gaining
further information or making suggestions."
Z-6 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article II, Part A, Section 15, O. to read as follows:
"
Expansion" Any increase in the volume of internal habitable space of an existing structure
or increase in covered footprint."
Z-7 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article III, Part A, Paragraph C.l to read as follows:
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"1 . Permitted uses in rear setbacks:
"Swimming pools and tiieir ancillary accessory structures, swing sets, gazebos, animal
houses or runs shall be located no closer than 8 feet to the property line. (Amended
3/14/2000)"
Z-8 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article III, Part A, Section 4. to read as follows:
"Every residential, industrial, and commercial structure, except for mobile homes, shall be
on a permanent foundation extending below the frost line to be constructed of concrete,
brick, cement, block or stone. Accessory buildings may be set on brick, stone, cement block
or reinforced concrete piers. Mobile homes shall be enclosed with a full perimeter
permanent skirting material and supported in one of the following manners
"
Z-9 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article III, Part A, Building Regulations,-Zone A, Section 7 to read as follows:
"Matters regarding safe practice and building design not specifically provided for in the
Sandown Zoning Ordinance shall be governed by the BOCA Building Code, 1 T" Edition,
1996 as published by the Building Officials and Code Administrators Intemational, hic. The
BOCA National Fire Prevention Code, 8* Edition, 1996, as published by the Building
Officials and Code Administrators Intemational, Inc; the BOCA National Mechanical Code,
7"" Edition, 1996, as published by the Building Official and Code Administrators
Intemational, hic. The National Plumbing Code, S"' edition, 1996 as published by the
Building Officials and Code Administrators, Inc; The National Electrical Code, 1996, as
published by the National Fire Protection Association, Inc., and the Life Safety Code, NFPA
101, as adopted by the National Fire Protection Association, hic. (Amended 3/21/91)
Pursuant to RSA 674:52, VI the adoption of updates and/or revisions to national codes
previously adopted as part of this section shall be allowed after a public hearing held by the
Plannmg Board and approved by the Board of Selectmen and recorded with the Town Clerk.
(Amended 3/10/92) (Amended 3/14/2000)"
Z-10 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article HI, Part A, Building Regulations-Zone A, Section 9 to read as follows:
"Installation or wiring and fixtures for electricity m buildings or structures must comply with
the latest state adopted version of the National Electrical Code."
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Z-11 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article IV, House Trailer and Mobile Home Regulations, Section 7 to read as
follows:
"The so-called double wides shall not be considered as a trailer or mobile home and shall be
classed as a single family dwelling unit for the purposes ofthe Sandown Zoning Ordinance."
Z-12 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article V, Special Exceptions, Section 2, C. Additional Requirements to read as
follows?
"1. No buildings so used shall be located nearer than 75 feet from any public right-of-
way or property lines when such adjoining property is not used commercially, and
this requirement shall be waived if it is demonstrated by the applicant that all
business shall be conducted within the confines of an existing single-family dwelling
and shall not require the construction of additional structures or additions."
Z-13 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article V, Special Exceptions, Section 3-Duplexes, 2 to read as follows:
"The lot shall have 250 feet of contiguous frontage."
Z-14 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article VII, Growth Management, Section 8, 2 to read as follows:
"2. No application for a building permit will be accepted from any person who, in an
attempt to avoid the building permit limitation of this Ordinance, has failed to pay
equivalent value as defined in RSA 545-A:3."
Z-15 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordmance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article VTII, Impact Fee Ordinance, Section VI, B to read as follows:
"B. No new building permit or new permit for mobile home installation for any activity
requiring payment of an impact fee pursuant to Section VII of this Ordinance shall
be issued unless and until the public capital facihties impact fee hereby required has
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been paid."
Z-16 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article II, Part A, General Regulations-All Zones, Section 1 to read as follows:
"Foundation Location: A plan shall be submitted to the Building Inspector prior to
issuance of certificate of occupancy showing the location of
any foundation, water supply well and septic system or outer
limit of any proposed building or structure relative to all
property lines. Such plan shall certify accuracy of all
measurements by a licensed land svirveyor by the State of
NH."
Z-17 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article II, Part A, General Regulations-All Zones, Section 13, Paragraph G to
read as follows:
"Addition to, or expansion ofdwelling units and/or structures on lots not meeting the 40,000
square feet minimum lot area in Table 1-A in Article II, Part B, Section 3A is prohibited.
This restriction applies to both attached and detached structures."
Z-18 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article E, Part A, General Regulations-All Zones, Section 16, Paragraph E to read
as follows:
"E. All below-ground swimming pools shall be enclosed by a safe and strong continuous
fence not less than 4 feet. This means a fence no lower than 4 feet high with holes
in link no larger than 4 feet high with holes in link no longer than 2 inches by 2
inches or a fence made out of wood no lower than 4 feet high with the framework
(horizontal members) on the pool side, and boards cannot have any gaps larger than
2 inches wide vertically. A gate must be self-closing and self-latching and attached
so that it can and will be secured when the pool is imattended. For above ground
pools, as long as the pool is at least 4 feet high, and the ladder can and will be
removed, no fence is needed for pools requiring a ladder. For pools shall be filled
with water unless a fence meeting the above description is in place. (Amended
3/14/98) (Amended 3/14/2000)"
Z-19 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
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To amend Article HI, Part A, Building Regulations-Zone A, Section 9 add a new "F" to read
as follows:
"F. SE type cable is not allowed on any building exterior."
Z-20 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article HI, Part B, Section 3-General Provisions, Section 5-Exceptions, C to read
as follows:
"Only one sign per lot less than three (3) square feet shall be exempt from the permitting
requirements."
Z-2 1 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
Amend Article V, Special Exceptions, Section 6 Accessory Apartment Ordinance, C 3 to
read as follows:
"3. Protect stability, property values, and the single family residential character of
neighborhoods by ensuring that accessory apartments are installed only in existing or
proposed owner-occupied houses and under such additional conditions as to protect the
health, safety and welfare of the public."
Z-22 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article V, Special Exceptions, Section 6 Accessory Apartments Ordinance E to
read as follows:
"A special exception allowing the installation of one (1) accessory apartment within an
existing or proposed single family dwelling or its accessory structure shall be issued by the
Zoning Board ofAdjustment provided that all of the following conditions are met...."
Z-23 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article V, Special Exceptions, Section 7, A, 5.D. to read as follows:
"D. The owner shall maintain records which document when the holding tank was
pumped and submit receipts to the health officer quarterly."
and submit receipts to the health officer quarterly."
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Z-24 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To amend Article V, Special Exceptions, Section 7, Paragraph A, 6. to read as follows:
"6. Lots not meeting the 20,000 ft2 receiving layer requirements may not convert from
seasonal to year-round occupancy."
Z-25 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To adopt Article II, Part E, Business District Land Regulations to read as follows:
"
Section 1
Scope-The requirements in this section shall apply only to commercial lots in subdivisions
within any business district to which access is provided b a frontage road which serves only
commercial lots within a given commercial subdivision.
Section 2
Lot Size-Lot size must be at least .075 acres, or large enough to completely contain both the
water supply well protective radius and septic disposal system for the proposed commercial
use, including future expansion, whichever is less.
Section 3
Frontage-Lots shall have at least 125 feet frontage along the frontage road providing access
to each lot.
Section 3.1
Frontage on Cul-de-sacs. Lots on cul-de-sacs may have frontage along the access road right-
of-way of less than 125 feet provided that the frontage of the lot curve is 125 feet at the
nearest point of the building closest to the right-of-way.
Section 4
Setbacks-Buildings and other structures shall have a frontage setback of at least 35 feet, and
side and rear setbacks of at least 20 feet.
Section 4.1
Setbacks abutting residential zones-Side or rear setbacks from lots which are zoned
residential shall be at least 75 feet. All natural vegetation within such setbacks shall not be
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disturbed during lot development in any manner. Should pre-existing natural vegetation not
provide adequate visual barrier from residential buildings, additional landscaping will be
subject to the approval of the plaiming board.
Section 5
Lot Coverage-Buildings, pavement and other impermeable surfaces shall not cover more than
75% of any lot. Storm water runoff from a developed commercial subdivision shall not
exceed the rate of runoff prior to development, unless approved by the Planning Board.
Section 6
Building height-No building shall exceed two stories or 35 feet in height, as measured by the
average ground level on all four sides.
Section 7
Nuisances prohibited. No activity or material which creates or emits any nuisance, noxious
or dangerous odors or conditions is permitted or allowed on any lot. Such restrictions
include, but are not limited to explosives, open or smoking fires, fresh manure or uncovered
refuse. Any and all chemical emissions must be modeled and/or permitted by the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services Air Resources Division to insure
compliance with its toxic air pollutant regulations ENV-A 1400.
Section 7.
1
Noise-Noise generated from any operating equipment shall not exceed 70 dBA at the
property line abutting residential lots.
Section 8
Outside storage-There shall be no storage of materials, product or waste outside unless
approved by the Planning Board. Covered garbage/trash dumpsters are exempt from this
requirement, but must be placed behind the building. Temporary outside storage must be
specified during the site plan review and approved by the Planning Board.
Section 9
Vehicles-No mobile homes, motor homes, campers, trailers or unspecified recreational
vehicles shall be parked on any lot, unless it is necessary to clean, load or imload same, or
pickup or discharge passengers therefrom. Disabled or unused vehicles shall be removed




Architectural Finish-The outside and roof finish of all buildings shall be specified in the site
plan application and subject to Planning Board approval.
Section 1
1
AH commercial buildings shall be exempt from both the school building impact fee and the
town recreation impact fee."
Z-26 Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
To adopt Article II, Part E, Elderly Housing Development to read as follows:
"Section 1 Objectives and Characteristics
The Elderly Housing District is designed to permit an increased residential density above the
allowed in Zone A districts and to set criteria that assures that a project for the elderly will
address the needs of elderly residents.
Any elderly housing development under this section must be established and maintained in
compliance with the Fair Housing Act, as amended, 42 USC Sec. 3601 et seq. The Board
may require assurance of compliance with the act by deed restriction or other instrument as
condition of approval.
Such assurance may consist of a written plan submitted by the developer which sets forth:
(1) The regulations under the Fair Housing Act whereby a project may lawfully
discriminate in favor of elderly residents, and
(2) How the developer does or proposed to comply with such requirements, mcluding






2. Elderly Housing Support Facilities
Elderiy Housing shall be allowed in Zone A Residential Districts in the Town of
Sandown, as long as all of the requirements of the "Regulations and Design Criteria"




Open space is that portion of a lot open and unobstructed from its lowest level to the sky. It
shall not include land occupied by buildings and structures as well as roads and drives. Where
no separate right-of-way is delineated for private streets, only the pavement areas of the street,
curbs and sidewalks do no count. A minimum of 30% of the required open space shall be
useable land. Minimum areas between dwellings (Section 4) and the minimum setback
between the building and the edge of the right-of-way for the mtemal road system (Section
4, C.) shall not be counted towards the required 30% useable uplands. Up to 50% of the
required open space can be wetlands or water bodies.
Section 4 Regulations and Design Criteria
A. Minimum size of a tract area shall be fifteen (15) acres. This tract shall have a
minimum of fifty (50) foot frontage or access on a Class V road or better and, at the
discretion of the Planning Board, a second fifty (50) foot frontage or access on a
Class V road or better may be required for traffic circulation or safety.
B. Each non-residential building shall have a minimum separation from any other
building of sixty (60) feet. Each single family dwelling shall have a minimum
separation from any other building of thirty (30) feet.
C. Each building shall have a minimum setback of forty (40) feet from the edge of right-
of-way of the internal road system.
D. Buffers:
The Planning Board shall establish the criteria for a buffer zone around the entire
perimeter of the site based on the following:
1
.
Topographic features of the site and adjacent lots
2. Using of zoning classifications of abutting land
3. Degree of visual barrier provided by proposed buffer
In no event shall the buffer zone be less than the following:
Adjacent zone or use: Zone A =30 feet
Business Zone = 50 feet
The criteria for establishing the buffer zone is fovmd in the "Non-Residential




There shall be two (2) parking spaces per dwelling unit. The Planning Board shall
carefiilly consider the location of the parking area and the parking areas access to the
unit it serves in keeping with its attendant use by the elderly.
F. Building Height
The building height shall not exceed thirty-five (35) feet.
G. Dwelling Units
The standard dwelling unit shall not exceed two (2) bedrooms. The base population
shall not exceed an average oftwo residents per unit for the elderly development site.
A site specific floor plan shall be part of the approval process and all designs shall
reflect fliU time occupancy of no greater than two residents per unit, (a non-spousal
person who resides in a unit only as fiill-time care giver to any elderly resident shall
not be counted as part of the base population upon approval by the Homeowner's
Association).
H. Open Space
Open Space as defined elsewhere in this section of the zoning ordinance shall
constitute no less than fifty (50) percent of the gross tract area of the site.
I. Allowed Support Facility Uses
Upon site plan approval for such support facilities for housing of the elderly may
include, but not be limited to the following:
A. Non-denominational chapel;
B. "Neighborhood" market;
C. Recreational Facilities (i.e. card rooms, swimming pools, meetmg room, video
room, music room, etc.);
D. Postal sub-station;
E. Medical sub-station (i.e. first aid, pharmacy, circuit health-care, etc.);
F. Library;
G. Circuit veterinary care
In the Planning Board's deliberation to allow any non-residential use as a support
facility, the Planning Board shall give strong consideration to the needs of the elderly,
not the applicant.
J. Site Ownership
At the time of application, the entire site shall either be under one owner, or
documents shall be submitted with application that show that all owners of record
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have applied to the Planning Board for consolidation, pending approval of the site
plan.
K. Agreements, Restrictions and Provisions
All agreements, deed restrictions and organization provisions for methods of
management and maintenance of the common land, roads, utilities and support
facilities shall be approved by the Planning Board. The site must be made subject to
permanent covenants which comply with the Federal Fair Housing Act exemption for
elderly residents, and restrict the use ofresidences in the development to unit residents
and their spouses aged 55 years of age or older, with authority, but not the obligation
to enforce such granted to the Town of Sandown as well as the dwelling owner's
association. Any elderly housing development approved as such hereunder must have
either a Homeowner's Association or condominium Association whose authority and
obligations to collect from unit owners in the development such assessments as are
necessary to properly maintain all common or common-owned roads, sewage disposal
systems, wells and other commonly-used facilities and area must be permanently
guaranteed by a recorded declaration of covenants, restrictions and limitations which
declaration must be approved by counsel for the Town of Sandown at the applicant's
expense.
L. Road Construction
All roads and drives in a site shall be privately owned and maintained. Street design
and construction is subject to the approval of the Planning Board. Easements for
emergency access and relief from liability shall be given to the Town in a form
acceptable to Town Counsel.
M. Review
Any proposed elderly housing development shall be subject to the "Non-Residential
Site Plan Review Regulations, Subdivision Regulations and Zoning Ordinance" for
the Town of Sandown, as amended.
N. Density
Maximum density shall be determined as follows:
From Gross Tract Area subtract:
• Soils classified as poorly and very poorly drained;
• Area of slopes greater than fifteen (15) percent;
• Wetlands;
• Bodies of standing water.
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The resulting calculation shall be called "net tract area" and shall be the basis for
density determinations as follows:
An area or areas shall be set aside in perpetuity and designated for sewerage disposal,
its capacity shall be determined under state guidelines for mult-family units on a site-
specified basis. The unit density shall be determined by using the State of New
Hampshire criteria for flowage for housing for the elderly on a per bedroom basis and
dividing that number into the capacity ofthe site and then multiplied by a safety factor
of eighty (80) percent. Provided, however that in the case of sites with P.U.C.
regulated public water or sewer disposal system, no more than six (6) dwelling units
per acre shall be permitted.
O. Limitation of Units
Any elderly housing development proposed hereunder in order to qualify for the
mcrease in density herein above must satisfy the Planning Board that when added to
the existing stock of affordable housing available to and designed for the housing of
elderly residents does not exceed 10% of the total housing stock of Sandown.
P. Impact Fee and Recreational hnpact Fee Exemption
Elderly housing located under the provisions of these guidelines are not subject to
building impact fees or town recreational impact fees.
Z-27 Are you in favor ofthe adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
To amend Article 11, Part C, Driveway Regulations-All Zones, Section 6 to read as follows:
"There shall be a fee of $250 for the issuance of a driveway permit and for each on-site
inspection required pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this Article II, Part C."
Z-28 Are you in favor of the adoption ofthe Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
To amend Article 11, Part A, Land Regulations-Zone A, Section 1 7 to read as follows:
"...The use and disposal of Class A and/or Class B biosolids or biosludge, as defined by...."
Z-29 Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
To amend Article 11, Part B, Land Regulations, Zone A, Section 3 by adding the following to
read as follows:
"All land subdivisions of 20 acres or more, must conform to the Cluster Residential
Development requirements of Article IT, Part D, unless waived by the Planning Board."
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Z-30 Are you in favor ofthe adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
"To amend Article H, Part D, Cluster Residential Development, J. Common Land, 1 . To read
as follows:
"40% ofthe tract must be set aside as permanently protected open space for recreation,
conservation, or agricultural uses. No portion of the open space land may consist of w^etlands,
surface waters, flood plains, and areas with unaltered slopes greater than 25%. Roadways and
driveways shall not be counted as open land."
Z-3 1 Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
To amend Article II, Part D, Cluster Residential Development, J. Common Land, B. to read
as follows:
"...Protection ofCommon Land. Open space, common areas, common facilities, and other
features within the cluster development shall be protected by covenants running with the land
and shall be conveyed by the property owners to a homeowner's association or deed
restrictions so as to guarantee the following...."
Z-32 Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
To amend Article VIII, Impact Fee Ordinance, Paragraph A, Section VII, Computation of
Impact Fees to read as follows:
"Recreational Facilities Impact Fee shall be $668.00."
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43. TO TRANSACTANY OTHER BUSINESS THATMAYLEGALLY COME
BEFORE THIS MEETING.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDSAND SE.AL, THIS TnENTY-NINTHDAY OF
JANUARYIN THE YEAR OF OURLORD TWO THOUSAND ONE.
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This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
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address.
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Budget - Town/City of SANDOWM NH FY2001
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE
Budget - ToiA#n/City of SANDOWN NH FY 2001
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE
Sandown Budget Proposals 2000
Dept: Executive Account: 4130.0 |
Sandown Budget Proposals 2000
Dept: Cable T.V. Account: 4130.5 |
Sandown Budget Proposals 2000
Dept: Elec. & Reg. (Supervisors of the Checklist) Account: 4140.2
I
Sandown Budget Proposals 2000
Sandown Budget Proposals 2000
Dept: Treasurer Account 4150.5
Sandown Budget Proposals 2000
Dept: Planning Board Account 4191.1
Sandown Budget Proposals 2000
Dept: Government Build
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SANDOWNBOARD OFSELECFMEN
YKiR 2000 -ANNUAL REPORT
ANYONE TVHO DOESN'TBEUEVE THATCKANGE IS PRESENTAND
OCCURS CONSTANTLYINEVERYDAYUFE WAS NOTINVOL VED INLOCAL
GOVERNMENTFOR THE TOWN OFSANDOWNDURING 2000 (Y2K). THE
TOWN OFSANDOWNEXPERIENCED AS TUA^WLTUOUSA YEAR OF
CHANGE AS DID ANYONE WHO HEA VILYINVESTED IN DOTCOMS!
RESULTANTATTENDANCE AT THE MONDAYNIGHTSELECTMEN'S
MEETINGS WAS, NATURALLY, HEAVIER THANINRECENT YEARS PAST.
ARISTOTLE ONCE SAID: "LET US TRAIN OUR MINDS TO WHAT THE
SITUAHONDEMANDS". THERE WAS NO SHORTAGE OF DEMANDS - FROM
A WIDE VARIETY OFRANDOM VARIABLES - THATOCCUPIED THE TOWN
AND ITS DEPARTMENTS. INRETROSPECT, THIS MAYNOTBE SURPRISING
SINCE SANDOWNHAS GROWNINTO A COMMUNITY OFNEARLY 5000
RESIDENTS. THATSIZE OF POPULA TION, AND THE ACCOMPANYING
GROWTHINDEMAND FOR SERVICES, USUALLY CREATES PLENTi' OF
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SOLUTIONS. CONSIDER SOME OF THE FOLLOWING
EVENTS THATOCCURRED DURING THE PAST TWEL VE MONTHSAS PROOF
OF THE CHANGES THATWEARE WITNESSING IN OUR TOWN.
OUR POUCE DEPARTMENTHAS NEARLYDOUBLED INSIZE SINCE 2000
BEGAN, ESPECLALLYPART-TIME OFFICERS, INPART TO KEEP PACE WITH
THE INCREASING DEMANDS OFA GROWING POPULATION ON FULL-'HME
PATROL COVERAGE. THE DEPARTMENTALSO WELCOMED TO ITS RANKS
ITS FIRSTGRADUATE FROM THE FULL-TIME ACADEMYIN OVER FIVE
YEARS, OFFICER JOHNSABLE, WHOSE PROFESSIONAUSMAND
DEDICATION TO DUTYBODES WELL FOR THE FUTURE LAW
ENFORCEMENTNEEDS OF THE TOWN.
OUR TRANSFER STATIONHAS ALSO BEGUN TRANSFORMING ITSELF TO
MEET THE NEEDS OFA GROWING COMMUNITY. FORMER SELECHvIAN
DA VE CHENEY WAS APPOINTED HEAD CUSTODIAN IN LATE FALL, TO
INSTITUTE BADLY-NEEDED COSTCONTROLSAND PROCEDURAL
EFFICIENCIES TOALLOW THE STAFF TO OPERATE THE FACIUTYINA
COST-EFFECnVE, SERllCE-EFFICIENTMANNER. DESPITE ONE OF THE
LARGESTAND FASTEST-GROWING BUDGETS IN TOWN, PROSPECTS FOR
A COMMITMENT TO EFFICIENCYSHOULD IMPROVEAS WE MOVE INTO
THE FUTUREAND EVALUATE POTENTIAL CURBSIDE PICKUP.
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INLATE MAY, THE STATE MANDATED THATSANDOWN CONDUCTITS
TOWN-WIDE REVALUATIONFOR COMPLETIONNOTLATER TILAN
APRIL I, 2002. WHILE A WARRAN^fARHCLE WASAPPROVED LAST YEAR
TO BEGINAPPROPRLATING FUNDS TOACCOMPUSH THIS TASK OVER
TIME, THE SHORTENED WINDOW REQUIRED THAT WE RE-BID THE
PROJECTAND, CONSEQUENTLY, OUR COSTS TO COMPLETE THE PROCESS
WILL SUBSTANTIALLYINCREASE. WHILEANACCURATE REVALUATION
WILL BE THE FIRSTSTEP TOWARDS FAIRER TAXATION, NEW
TECHNOLOGYAND COMPUTERIZATION WILL INTRODUCE NEW
EFFICIENCIES IN THE PLANNINGAND ASSESSING FUNCTIONS TO
ENSURE A SOLID FOOTPRINTFOR THE TOWNAS WE MOVE AHEAD INTO
THE 21ST CENTURY.
THE 99THANNIVERSARY OF OLD HOME DAYSHAD SPECLAL
SIGNIFICANCE FOR SANDOWN THIS PAST YEAR. NOTONLY DID THE
FIREWORKSSEEMMORE SPECTACULAR, THE PARADE WAS A TRULY
DYNAMIC EVENT THATCULMINATED IN THE NAMING OF OUR CITIZEN
OF THE YEAR - NONE OTHER THAN PAUL HOLMES, OUR LONGTIME
COORDINATOR FOR OLD HOME D.4YS. BOY, WASHE EVER SURPRISED!
THE DAY'S EVENTSALSO INCLUDED A NUMBER OF DIGNITARIES WHO
WERE RUNNING FOR POUTICAL OFFICES LAST YEAR, NOTEWORTHY
SINCE 2000 WASA THREE-ELECTION YEAR CONSISTING OF LOCAL, STATE
AND PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIESAND GENERAL ELECTIONS.
FORTUNATELY, OUR EXPERTELECTIONSAND REGISTRATION GROUP
TOGETHER WITHMODERATOR PAUL BERTONCINIAND TOWN CLERK
ED GARVEY, WERE MORE THAN UP TO THE TASKAND WORKED VERY
HARD TO KEEP US OUTOFANYRECOUNTS.
THESE ARE BUTA FEW OF THE MANY DIVERSE ACTIVITIES THATKEFT
THE SELECTMENBUSYIN 2000. INAND AROUND THE TIME SPENT
FULFILUNG THEIR ROUTINE RESPONSIBILTHES, THE SELECTMENALSO
HANDLED SEVERAL LAND ACCESS ISSUES TO TOWN-OWNED PONDS; A
COMPUTER CRASHINSEPTEMBER THAT WIPED OUTMOSTOF THE
TOWN'S FINANCIAL RECORDS AND DREW ATTENTION TO THE DUTIES OF
OUR NEW TOWN TREASURER; AND SUDDENHEALTH ISSUES/BUSINESS
COMMITMENTS AFFECTING EACH MEMBER OF THE BOARD THAT
CAUSED SEVERAL CONSECUTIVELYAHSSED AND/OR POSTPONED
MEETINGS THE PACE OF CATCH-UP WAS BRUTAL BUTEVENTU.ALLY
ACCOMPUSHED.
YET, THE TOWNMANAGED TO SURVIVE, A TESTAMENT TO THE FACT
THATITS COLLECTIVE STRENGTHS OUTWEIGH INDIVIDU.AL
ACCOMPUSHMENTS. HOWEVER, SEVERAL INDIVIDUALS DESERVE
SPECLAL RECOGNITION LIKE PATGLAQUINTA AND CAROL C0RV7, WHO
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SOMEHOWMANAGED TO KEEP THE MUNICIPAUTY'SADMINISTRATIVE
AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS OPERATING UNDER CLOSE SCRUTINYAND
CONTROL FOR THE SELECTMEN - DESPITE ALL OF THE DISTRACTIONS.
.^SO DESERVING OF SPECIAL ATTENTION IS KRISTA WARREN WHOSE
CONTAGIOUS ENTHUSIASMAND ATTENTION TO DETAIL HAS CRKATED
AN EXPLOSION OF RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIESAND SERVICES
CONSISTENT WITH THE GROWING COMMUNITYDEMANDS BEING POSED
ON THE RECREATION COMMITTEE. OUR LOCAL SCOUTS, BOTH BOYSAND
GIRLS, CONTRIBUTED SEVERAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS TO THE
TOWN THAT WILL GRATEFULLYBE USED FOR YEARS TO COME.
WITHOUT THEIR EFFORTS, AND THOSE OFALL OF THE OTHER EQUALLY
DEDICATED RESIDEiVTS, VOLUNTEERS, EMPLOYEESAND INDIVIDUALS
NOTNOTED ABOVE BUT '^HO HAVE, NONETHELESS, CONTRIBUTED
COUNTLESS HOURS OF PLANNINGAND HARD WORK, SANDOWN WOULD
NOTBE THiTSPECLAL PLACE TO UVE THATITIS TODAY- OUR HOME.
CLASS SHOWSAND MOSTDISPLAYED IT WELL DURING THE YEAR 2000.
MAY WE ALL CONTINUE TO SERVE ONE ANOTHERAS OUR MODERNDAY
COMMTMENTTO PROMOTE OUR HERITAGE, THE VITALITY OF OUR
COMMUNITY.AND THE SECURITY OF OUR FUTURE. UVE FREE OR DIE!
RESPECTFULLYSUBMITTED BY




2000 Planning Board Report
The Planning Board met 15 times during 2000, which includes regular meetings, special
meetings and workshops. 13 land subdivision plans which create an additional 64 building lots
were reviewed. 10 of these plans were approved, leaving three plans that create 1 1 additional lots
in review at year's end. One of the plans approved was a 36 lot cluster plan off North Road, and
has been before the Board over the past two years due to its complexity involving Fremont land.
In addition to the land subdivision plans, two site plans were reviewed and approved. One of
these is a commercial plan that will bring a convenience store back to Sandown. The Board also
approved continuing the restriction on building permits through July, 2001, but did raise the
number of permits allowed to 27. Growth management since 1995 has brought the rate of both
dwelling unit and population growth to the average of the five towns that abut Sandown.
However, Sandown's equalized tax rate remains over $2 per thousand (equalized) above the
average of our five abutting towns. Sandown's equalized tax rate was more than S4 per thousand
above the abutting town average in 1997 and 1998 prior to the implementation of the statewide
property tax for education in 1999.
The Plarming Board is proposing more than 25 amendments to the Zoning Ordinance for your
approval. While most of these are clarification of existing language as recommended by the
Zoning Board of Adjustment, there are a few amendments which are important for Sandown's
future and its tax base. The elderly housing and business district amendment proposals with both
allow additions to Sandown's tax base without bringing the cost of additional children to our
school district. The result will be not only lower tax rates, but also a more comprehensive
community. Associated with the business district proposal is the addition of an abutting lot (map
2, lot 29) to existing business district along the Hampstead town line, which was approved in
1999. All of Hampstead's business lots have sold, and Sandown can experience a similar
acceptance of this small business park with approval of the two business district proposals.
Also included in the Zoning Ordinance amendments is a proposal to add a recreation fee to
Sandown's impact fee ordinance. The existing impact fee ordinance covers only the cost of
schools to Sandown's taxpayers, and has collected over $1 12,000 since it was adopted in 1998.
$100,000 of this fund was used to offset taxes this past year, when the first year of the
Timberlane school bond was billed to Sandown. By approving the proposed recreation fee
ordinance, Sandown will join over 15 other communities which assess town impact fees for the
infrastructure needs from residential development.
Your Planning Board acts to reflect the needs and vision of Sandown. We rely not only on our
members' volunteer time and input, but also your input at both public meetings throughout the
year, and during Town meeting. We ask for your support of all proposed Zoning Ordinance
amendments.
Lee Wilmot, Chair Ed Mencis
Don Picard, Vice Chair Donna Fugere
Vicki Wilson, Secretary Frank Laratonda
Frank Landino, Ex Officio Dawn Bridges, Alternate
Bob Tyne, Alternate
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
Background:
The Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) is a volunteer committee appointed by the Selectmen, consisting of 5
voting members and 3 alternates. Typically meeting on a monthly basis, the ZBA is responsible for making
determinations on appeals by property owners for variances, special exceptions or appeals of administrative
decisions.
Variances are requests for waivers from the exact terms of the town's land use ordinances. An example of
a variance request is seeking permission to construct a home on property that does not meet the current lot
size requirements.
Special exceptions are requested when a property owner determines that intended use of the property is
restricted. Explicit criteria set forth in the town ordinances must be met in order for the special exception
to be granted. An example of a special exception request is seeking permission for a commercial use of
your property (e.g., a home business).
Appeals of administrative decisions are made when a property owner believes that a decision made by a
Town official or board unjustly affects the landowner's property rights.
Financial:
The ZBA is run as a 'zero-sura' operation - the money collected in fees is intended to offset actual costs. In 2000,
income was $1752 against a projected $1980, and expenses were $2147 against a budgeted $1980. This shortfall of
$395 was due to several factors:
• Less revenue from new applicants than estimated.
• Case continuations, which generated no revenue but incurred advertising and administrative costs.
• An additional meeting in September, necessitating additional advertising and administrative costs.
• Increase in the cost of Zoning Board manuals.
• Increase in the administrative payroll.
Overview of Cases:
Variances were considered for issues of filling wetlands for driveway crossings, insufficient frontage and setbacks,
and expansion of structures on undersized lots. Applications for special exceptions included conversions from
seasonal to year-round dwellings, home business establishments or expansions, and accessory apartments.




THE YEAR 2000 SAW ONLYSEVENTEEN (17) BRAND NEWSINGLE FAMILY
DWELLINGS (SFD) CONSTRUCTED INSANDOWN THERE WERE ALSO THREE
(3) REPLACEMENTS AS WELL AS ONE (1) CONVERSIONFROMSEASONAL TO
YEAR-ROUND STA TUS. WE STILL HAVE A GROWTH CONTROL MANAGEMENT
ORDINANCE IN PLACE AND, AS YET, WE HA VE NOTAPPROACHED THE
NUMBER OFNEWSFD'SALLOWED SINCE WE INSTITUTED GROWTH
CONTROL. ANOTHER INTERESTINGASPECTOF THE WAY THE ECONOMY
SEEMS TO REGULATE GROWTH, ATLEASTINSANDOWN, IS THEAVERAGE
INCREASED VALUE OF THE HOMES BEING BUILTNOWSEEMS TO BE
INCREASINGAND TO BECOMINGMORE INUNE WTIH THATOF THE
SURROUNDING TOWNS. THIS IS A POSITIVE IMPACTON THE TAX BASE.
COMPARING FIGURES FOR THE PASTFEW YEARS, WE FIND THAT, LAST
YEAR, WEADDED NEWHOMESATA RATE OFLESS THAN28% OF THE
GROWTH THAT WE EXPERIENCED IN THE EARLY 90'S WHEN WE WERE
A VERAGING 61 PER YEAR THE 17NEWSFD ADDED LAST YEAR ISA
DECREASE TO LESS THANHALF (48%) OF THE TEN YEARA VERAGE.
ASANYONE WHO HAS TRIED TO HIREA CONTRACTOR THIS PASTYK4R
KNOWS, THEAVERAGE TRADESMANHAS MORE WORK THANHE CAN
HANDLE. THE FEAR IS THAT THE QUAUTY OF WORK WILL SUFFER .ASA
RESULT. THIS DOES NOTAPPEAR TO BE THE CASE, IAM GLAD TO REPORT.
ASA CONSEQUENCE, ITDOESSEEM THATMORE WORK IS BEING DONE BY
THE HOMEOWNER THE BIG PROJECTIS THE NEWSANDOWNELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ATTHE NORTHEND OF TOWN.
THE NUMBER OF PERMITS FOR ELECTRICAL WORK IS UPSLIGHTLYFROM
PREVIOUS YEARS.
BUILDING PERMITS 1990-2000
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00
SINGLE FAMILY 30 8 55 62 66 33 23 33 22 20 17
ADDITIONS 74 87 106 102 83 70 85 86 89 83 123
REMODEL 44 37 35 28 44 27 49 39 42 50 27






2000 Budget Committee Report
I would like to thank the members of the 2000 Budget Committee for their
hard work and long hours in reviewing the 2001 budget requests. After
much discussion, the Budget Committee is recommending an operating
budget of $1,622,548 for year 2001. This figure is $144,902 or 9.81%
higher than the operating budget for 2000.
A review of the salary line items and non-salary line items shows the salary
line items (including salary and benefits) has increased by $63,197 or
1 1.45%. The non-salary line items show an increase of $81,705 or 8.83%.
In addition to the operating budget, the Budget Committee also reviewed the
warrant articles for 2001. The amount of $936,368.78 was requested and the
Budget Committee is recommending $348,633.88.
I would like to thank the department heads for their time and effort in
gathering the information for the budget request forms and their time in
appearing before the budget committee to present their budgets.
We have included scaled down copies of the request forms in the town
report. The Budget Committee hopes the townspeople find this information
useful when voting on the entire budget.
Respectfully submitted,
Cheryl Cronin, Chair
Committee members: Steve Brown, Vice Chair





• SANDOWN CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD
2000 ANNUAL REPORT
2000 was a very important year for the Sandown Cable Television Advisory Board.
AT&T acquired Media One, formerly Continental Cablevision, forming the new AT&T
Broadband. Our main activity was negotiating a new cable contract with the new
conglomerate, as the original Cable Grant to Continental Cablevision came to an end.
Contract renewal is a long and complex process in which a municipality's options are
limited by Federal and State laws.
During 2000 we held three public hearings to gather citizen input on Sandown's cable
needs under the next contract. We received the initial proposal from AT&T Broadband
and have completed and submitted a counter-proposal.
In 2001 we plan to complete negotiations and present a tentative contract to citizens at a
public hearing in the Town Hall. With final input and approval from the residents, the
Board expects to have the new contract in place by mid-year.
The terms of the new contract are important to Sandown. The original contract is
extremely unfavorable to us, and Sandown receives less cable television service than
other area towns although we pay the same ever-increasing rates. We do not have a local
access channel, although nearly every other town in Rockingham County enjoys the
ability to produce and cablecast its programs. These usually include the Selectmen's
meetings, the Town Meeting, as well as many other public hearings.
After a successful nine-year run, "Sandown Today" was no longer seen in Sandown in
2000. Local programming suffered a major setback when AT&T Broadband reclaimed
Channel 3, formerly used for local origination, as a nationwide AT&T marketing
channel. Sandown hopes to secure an access channel under the new contract.
In addition to the contract re-negotiations, the Board serves as a liaison between Sandown
subscribers and AT&T Broadband, and we handled other customer issues. If you have a
problem with cable service, which is not resolved by AT&T Broadband, or if you are
interested in getting involved, please call Tom Gainan at 887-2897.
Community involvement is essential. The many people who turned out for the pubic
hearings provided valuable help. We will continue to need your help. Several openings
exist on the Cable TV Advisory Board, and we invite residents to apply for these
appointments to help us secure a better cable deal for Sandown.
r^espectfully^ubmitted,
Tom Gainan, Chairman Mike Hamois










EQUIPMENT REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
Strandell Power & Equipment
SITE REPAIR & MAINTENANCE








Lots can be purchased by contacting any one of the trustees.The current price for residents is $200 for a single
grave site.One half of the purchase price goes to the Cemetery Maintenance Trust Fund, the balance is for
perprtual care.
This is to certify that the information contained in this report is correct to the best of our knowledge.





WEST NILE VIRUS WAS THE NEW INFECTIOUS AGENT OF CONCERN THIS
YEAR. THIS \TRUS IS HARBORED BY CROWS ANT) OTHER SPECIES OF
BIRDS, SUCH AS THE HOUSE SP.ARROW ANT) SEAGLiLLS. IT IS TRANS-
VnTTED TO HL^A/IANS BY MOSQUTTOES. THERE HAVT BEEN TWO DEATHS
FROM THIS \TRUS IN 2000.
AS THE MOSQLTTO IS THE VECTOR OF THIS INTECTIOUS AGENT, IT IS
IMPERATIVE TO REDUCE ANT) IDEALLY ELIMINATE THIS INSECT'S
GROWTH. THE PRIMARY HABITATION OF MOSQUTTOES IS IN WATER IN
TIRES, WADING POOLS ANT) OTHER SOLTICES OF STANT)ING WATER.
TIRES ARE THE PRIMARY BREEDING GROL^T) SO E\^ YOLU SPRING
CLEANTJP, GET RID OF TIRES THAT ARE READY FOR DISPOSAL. PROTECT
YOUHSELF BY USING INSECT REPELLENT WHEN OUTSIDE .ANT) AVOID
BEING OUTDOORS IN THE E.ARLY MOR^TNG .ANT) E\TNTNG WHEN
MOSQUTTOES ARE PREV/VLENT.
ANOTHER TTEM OF CONCERN IS WATER QU.ALTT^' OF PRTVATE
RESIDENTIAL WELLS. THE STATE HAS NO REGLTATORY AUTHORITY'
OVER PRTVATE WELL SYSTEMS. THE DEPARTMENT OF EN"VTRON^IENTAL
SER\TCES HAS RECOMMENT)ED THAT .ALL PRI\'ATE WTLL OW^TRS
PERFORM PERIODIC TESTING OF THEIR WELLS FOR A SERIES OF
CONTA\flNANTS.
A BASIC OR STANT).ARD WATER TEST SHOLTD BE DONT INHTALLY. TESTS
OF R.ADON, LEAD, .ARSENTC, ANT) OTHER HEAVY MET.ALS .ARE
RECOMMENT)ED. DUT TO THE DISCOVERY TILAT ^'TTBE, A GASOLEvE
ADDinVE, IS SOLUBLE IN WATER, H IS ADVIS.ABLE TO ALSO TEST FOR
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOL^T)S. AFTER THE INTTIAL TESTS ARE DONT,
THE HOMEOWT\TR SHOLTD DO A SANTTARY WATER TEST ANTnUALLY TO
ASSUTIE THAT THE WATER IS SAFE FOR CONSLI^/IPTION. WATER TEST KITS
ARE AVAILABLR AT THE TOWN HALL FOR TESTING SAMPLES AT THE
STATE LAB.
PLEASE CALL ME AT 887-3646 IF YOU HAVE AN^^ HEALTH CONCERNS SUCH
AS HOUSING, WATER QUALr^.^ SEPTIC SYSTEMS, INT)OOR .Aff<. QU.ALTP/,




OUR PASTHk^D CUSTODIAN. JOEBERTHIaUME. RETIRED INNOVEMBER OE20fHl. JOE SERIED THE
TOMNEOR fVELL O^ERA DECADEAND H^E.ALL HISHHIM THE BESTIN HIS RETIREMENT.
I WASAPPOINTED THEHEAD CUSTODIANBY THE BO.ARD OFSELECTMEN IN NOIEMBER OF 2000. I
HAVEBEEN WORKINGEACH HTEKEND WITH OUR TWO CURRENT CUSTODIANS. HELENLOPRESTI
AND LESNORWOOD, SR. H^ERECENTLYHIRED ONEMORE CUSTODIAN, LES NORWOOD, JR. TO
COMPLETE OUR WORKFORCE
OUR GO.AL Ol'ER THENEXT YEAR IS TO REDUCE COSTSAND BETTER SERVE THE TOWN. AS H'E
ENTER THE YEAR 20fJl, THE "NEWCREW WILL BE TRYING DIFFERENT WAYS TO BEMORE
ECONOMICAL INDEALING WITH THE TOWN'S WASTE. HE!HAVE WORKED HARD TO CLEAN UP THE
SITESO THAT WEMAYBEGIN ATSQU.AREONE IN ORDER FOR USALL TO SUCCEED IN CUTTING
COSTS, IASK THAT YOUPLEASEUSTEN CAREFl^LLY TO THE DIRECTIONS OF THEATTENDANTS.
ONCE H^E HNALIZEOUR PROCEDURES, WE IVILL PUBLISH THESEPROCEDURES FOR EIERYONE.
COOPERATIONAND PATIENCEAREKEY TO OUR SUCCESS.
OUR FRONTARKA DISPOSAL COSTSAREAS FOLLOWS:
UNSORTED TRASH COSTS $52. 00 PER TON
RECYCLED PLASTICS & BOTTLES COSTS26. 00PER TON
NEWSPAPERS COSTSIO.OO PER TON
AS YOU CANSEE ITPAYS TO SORTPLASTICS. CANS, BOTTLESAND NEWSPAPERS FROM THE TRASH.
WECANSA VEATLEAST 1/2 THE COSTOFDISPOSAL FOR EVERY TON HE GENERATE IF iVE SEPARATE
THESEITEMS FROMOUR TRASH. THOSE WITH RECYCLINGIDEAS AREENCOURAGED TO CONTACT
THE WASTEMANAGEMENTCOMMITTEE. YOUR INPUTISMUCHNEEDEDAND WELCO.MED.
THEBACKAREA DISPOSAL COSTSAREAS FOLLOWS:
COUCHES, CHAIRS. RUGS, ETC. COSTSI25 PER TON*
"THIS CURRENTLY HAS BEE.^REDUCED TOAN.iVER'iGEOF SSO PER TON
PAINTED, TREATED AND FINISHED WOOD COSTSS2 PER TON
TIRES COSTSI60 PER TON
THIS COMING YEAR, WE WILL BE TRYING DIFFERENTMETHODS OFDISPOSING OE THESE BULKY
ITEMS. THEEPA IS V-ERYSTRICTIN THE WAY THAT TOWNS DISPOSE OF THE.M TH.ATIS WHY ITIS
IMPORTANTFOR CITIZENS TO STOP UPONENTERING THE BACKAREA AND LISTEN TO THE
DIRECTIONS OF THEATTENDANTS. THIS YEAR, WEHOPE TO BUILD SHELTERS FOR THE BACK.AREA
OF THE TRANSFER STATION. CURRENTLY, THERE IS NO SHELTER FOR THE WORKERS HHO WORK
OUTIN THIS BACKAREA TO ESCAPE THEBAD LEATHER.
THE S.4NDOWN WASTEMANAGEMENTCOM^nTTEE IS CURRENTL YMEETING MONTHL Y TO STirD Y
THESUBJECTOF WASTEREMOVAL FOR THE TOWN. THE COMMITTEE IS STUDYING 'THE OPERATION
AS ITIS RUNNOWTO SEE IFITCAN CUTCOSTS .AND IS .ALSO STUDYING THE POSSIBILITi' OE
CURBSIDEPICKUPAND RECYCLING METHODS. REPORTS SHOW THATSANDOUN SEEMS TO DISPOSE
OFMORE TRASH THAN M'HATIS CONSIDERED NORMAL FOR A TO»N OFOUR SIZE.
AGAIN, ALL OFUSAT THESANITATIONDEPARTMENTASK THATEVERYONE COOPERrXTE.AND
LISTEN TO THEATTENDANTS SO THAT WEMAYKEEP THE TRANSFER STATIONRUNNING SMOOTHLY









Cheryl Cronin, Jane Neskey, Brian Butler,
Salvatore Genualdo and Frank Landino
^W >rhfe Sandown Conservation Commission was assigned a new liaison in March.
Frank Landino was our new liaison for this year. Our long time liaison Cheryl Cronin became a
member of the commission.
The sec held their fifth annual fishing derby, May 6th 2000. This year's derby
was co-sponsored by MVP Sports of Salem, NH. This year's derby was once again held on
Sal & Sheila Genualdo's property at 45 Main St Sandown. We were able to get trout stocked
again. We had over 75 children participate and over 150 fish were caught. Josh Hamor caught
the biggest fish of the day, a 2.1 pound trout.
Sandown Girl Scout Junior Troop 299 did their yearly cleaning of the Exeter River.
This year the Sandown Conservation Commission ordered pizzas for the girls, to thank them
for all their efforts.
The sec is trying to make Sandown residents more aware of their environment and
what new rules mean for them. Anyone that lives within 50 feet of water or wetland should
contact the SCC before doing any projects to their land or home to see if an application is
needed.
The Sandown Conservation Commission was able to hire an Environmental Consultant
this year. In Sept we hired Jeffrey C. Orchard from Windham, NH. It was great working with
Jeff and he was able to help with issues we would not be able to do on our own. Included is
Jeffs yearly report for the services he was able to support the commission and town with.
Jeffrey C. Orcfiard Environmental Consultant
Post Office Box 452 Windham, NH 03067 USA
Phone (603) 345-2530 Fax (603) 894-6444 Email JCOrchard@aol com
Certified Wetland Scientist - NH # 055




Re: Professional Assistance to the Commission in 2000
Dear Ms. Chaput,
During 2000, I was retained by the Sandown Conservation Commission to assist in the resolution of
several environmental matters before the Commission. Additionally, I provided field services for review
and comment on plans and wetland permit applications that came before you.
I began my work during September by investigating 3 instances of possible illegal fill. In each case, I
provided technical assistance to the Commission and facilitated NH Department of Environmental
Services (DES) investigation and enforcement activities where possible. Also during September, I
examined and commented upon a proposed new driveway that had an alternative to the filling of
wetlands by moving the access point a short distance away from the area shown on plans. The driveway
issue continued into October and included several site visits and a letter report, as well as numerous
phone calls with state agencies. One of the illegal fill issues was also adjacent to an instance of trespass
on Town property where a beaver dam was removed resulting in the draining of a wetland. I researched
and proposed a solution to this damage, and the commission will undertake repair in the spring.
One of the DES enforcement actions required me to observe test pits on behalf of the Commission to
determine whether a building footprint and associated septic system were accurately located and whether
wetland areas were property identified.
I also performed 3 reviews of Dredge and Fill applications for proposed subdivisions and a review of a
Site Specific Excavation Permit.
I have enjoyed worthing with the Commission these past few months and look forward to continuing a








This report serves as the main form of communication between residents and the
Recreation Commission. We therefore attempt to include as much information as possible
within these two pages.
The Commission recently completed an extremely busy and productive year. Several
projects were undertaken, programs offered and facilities improved. In addition to
providing recreational activities for residents of all ages, the Commission also serves as the
overseer for the maintenance and scheduling ofthe Roy L. Miller Field and Seeley Beach
and Park and the scheduling ofTown Hall.
The children's summer program continues to grow. This past summer expanded hours
were offered and participation increased by 24 percent. In addition to providing a program
for children in grades one through seven, the program also offers a counselor-in-training
program for students in grade eight and above. Many of our paid counselors come to us
directly from this program, providing a local means to employee our local youth. The
program continues to be self-supporting through fees paid by those who participate.
Again this past summer the town enjoyed a fuUy staffed lifeguard crew. While many
surrounding communities struggled to fill their lifeguard positions, we were extremely
fortunate to fill our positions, mostly with local youth. The beach is manned some 70
hours a week and was staffed by our crew of five trained and certified lifeguards. Our
summer employees number approximately 1 2 and are a credit to their families and
community. Our 13 counselors-in-training volunteered more than 425 hours of their time
over a six-week period. They are to be commended for their efforts and we thank them
for their dedication. Special thanks to our adult volunteers who donated 86 hours of their
time and a special thanks to Betsey Tulchinsky who volunteered her services to drive the
bus for summer field trips.
The Commission undertook several new activities this year. They included outings that
ranged from Red Sox and Lowell Spinner baseball games. New England Revolution
soccer games, "The Nutcracker" at the Palace Theater and more. Several flower
workshops were offered and always filled quickly. Craft and exercise classes for adults
and children were also offered. In addition, the Commission continues to sponsor adult
volleyball at the Sandown Central School on Tuesday evenings. All are welcome to
participate. The "Books and Bites" monthly book discussion group is co-sponsored by
the Commission and the Sandown Public Library. You may choose to attend either a
morning or evening session. The Commission also offered a live concert prior to the
fireworks during Old Home Day and joined forces with the library to offer a Holiday
Concert as well.
Several exciting projects took place at Roy L. Miller Field this past year. The Commission
was extremely fortunate to work with two Eagle Scout candidates who offered their
services. Eagle Scout Joshua Nicolaisen coordinated and buUt a large storage shed
building at the field. His project will greatly benefit the community by providing much
needed storage space. Dan Ryan converted a former shelter into a concession stand. His
project will replace the former concession trailer that has lived long past it's life
-90-
expectancy and was well on the road to being both an eyesore and safety hazard. Both
young men did outstanding jobs in providing their services to the community.
Other improvements at the field included the complete renovation of "Field A" which was
the original field first built at the location. In addition, the hillside as you enter the Miller
Field area has been transformed by removing brush, grading and planting grass to aid in
erosion control. The lower parking lot at the field is being graded and many of the ruts
and rocks removed. New sand is slated for spring delivery in the playground area. If you
don't have occasion to use the field, please take a moment to drive up and have a look,
you will be proud of your town's facility.
The Commission works consistently to improve facilities. These efforts are supported not
only with taxpayer money but in many instances through the generosity of many who
donated money, goods and services. Many local businesses offer financial support and/or
reduced cost for services provided. For instance, the two new structures at the Miller
Field would have a replacement value in excess of $15,000. Both were donated to the
town. Junior Girl Scout Troop #26 was responsible for the renovation of the sign at the
field entrance. Two anonymous Commission members generously donated two brand
new, 1 8,000 BTU air conditioners that now cool the upstairs hall in Town Hall. The
installation cost was also donated. The Greenskeeper Landscaping Service has donated
invaluable labor to improve our fields. More than 1,000 man-hours of volunteer time was
documented this past year and $2,400 was received in monetary donations. As you can see
we receive a lot of "bang" for a buck. We certainly couldn't do it without the generosity
ofmany and for that we thank everyone involved. Our town is a better place through their
efforts.
This year the Commission is seeking support for two warrant articles. One is to establish
a $25,000 Capital Reserve Fund to address fijture recreation facility needs. Building and
improving fields is very costly. We'd like to establish this fiand now, continue to raise as
much money privately as possible and apply for matching grant money through the State
ofNew Hampshire. A town must demonstrate financial commitment when applying for
"50-50" grant money and establishing a CRF fiind should address that requirement. We
also feel that asking to set money aside now is a fiscal responsibility the Commission
should undertake in order to meet the growing needs of the town. The money set aside
cannot be spent unless and until it is voted and approved at a Town Meeting.
The second warrant seeks $7,000 to install irrigation at the recently renovated fields. The
Commission has already received $3,000 in donations to help cover the cost of this
project. Watering the fields is a time consuming undertaking that can take up to five
hours a day during hot dry weather. We have found that leaving a "water canon" running
unattended can be a safety liability. Unfortunately it would be difficult to find volunteers
willing to spend that amount oftime to water fields on a daily basis. We feel it best to
install the irrigation system on a timer to protect the investment made in these fields.
The Commission thanks Recreation Director Krista Warren for her time and effort and the






The Sandown Public Library is no longer just a place to pick up a book to read. Our collection contains
over 24,000 items; books, magazines, newspapers, videos and audiocassettes. We also have a telescope,
museum passes, cake pans, puzzles, games, story horn's, book discussion groups, speakers, craft classes, old
town reports, local history, and computers for Internet access, research and word processing. The national
trend shows a slight decrease in library circulation, yet we continue to grow.
2000 again saw an increase in circulation and visits. We installed an automatic counter this year and our
visits increased to 26,9 11, a significant number over last year. We ended the year circulating 32,224 items,
865 more than last year. Our circulation has increased 16% since 1995. This is wonderful since the way
research is being done has changed significantly since then. Computers are being used and we have
addressed this by offering three data bases, ProQuest. Electric Library and Facts on File, which oiu" patrons
can access from their home or the Library's computers. ProQuest searches over 4,000 magazines,
newspapers and journals for over a million articles. Electric Library has over 800 fiill text soiuces from six
different media; magazines, books, newspapers, pictures, maps, TV and radio franscripts. Facts on File
contains World News Digest, Reuters News, Issues and Confroversies, Today's Science. The World
Almanac, and special features such as Historical Events From 1940-1970. Obituaries 1980-2000, Historic
Documents, Country Profiles, etc. The goal of this years warrant article is to replace outdated computers so
that we can upgrade our circulation system and put our card catalogue on the web.
The Library offered over 60 programs this year for children, families and adults. Over 4,000 people
attended them. The srnnmer reading programs theme was "Reading Cats and Dogs". Over 200 children
signed up and enjoyed a variety of activities from a concert with Steve Blunt, the Little Red Wagon,
Museum of Science Road Show to story hours, dog fraining, and other "animal" activities. Children once
again participated in "Reader's Theatre" and built a float for the Old Home Day. The program ended with
our aimual concert with The Works and the Friends of the Library Hot Dog Feast.
The Library worked to combine resoiu^ces with several civic groups. In April an Egg Hunt was co-
sponsored with the PTA, the Library provided a story hour on the beach for the siumner recreation program
and in December, an entertaining Holiday program was the result of the efforts of the Recreation
Department, the Brownies and the Library. The Sandown Gardeners have been very supportive of the
Library by creating displays for the display case and conducting a craft class. The Lion's Club again
donated money for oiu" Museum pass program. The Library, in cooperation with Krista Warren of the
Recreation Department, held a book discussion that met once a month. Author Alfred Kayworth attended
the discussion of his book Abenaki Warrior.
The Friends of the Library continue to work hard for the Library. Ciurently they are busy republishing .(4
View From Meeting House Hill, The History ofSandown by Richard Holmes.
The Library is grateful to have several volimteers give hundreds of hours to the library. We are also
thankfiil that we had the dedication of a loyal employee Rudy True. Rudy retired this year after working at
the library for many years. He gave countless hours to the Library. He did things that we didn't even know




Books fall open, delighted whereyou have never been; hear voices not once heard before, reach world on world
through door on door;find unexpected things locked up beyond imaginings. .
.
By David McCord from Good Books Good Times
-92-
SANDOWN PUBLIC LIBRARY










Other Income $ 988.24
Total Revenues
TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
There are 2,200 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the state. Each
town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire
suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The number of fires reported during the 2000 fire season was
below average as referenced in the statistics below. Despite this, our network of fire towers and detection
patrols were still quite busy with the fire towers being first to report over 135 fires. These fires were quickly
and accurately reported to the local fire department for their prompt and effective suppression efforts.
Wildland fires occurring in areas where homes are situated in the woodlands are a serious concern for both
landowners and firefighters. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space
around them and making sure that houses are properly identified with street numbers. Please contact the
Forest Protection Bureau to request a brochure to assist you in assessing fire safety around your home and
woodlands.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your local Warden
or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are
required for any open burning unless the ground is completely covered with snow where the burning will be
done. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New
Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable
for all fire suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands,
Forest Protection Bureau. Forest Rangers have investigated numerous complaints regarding violations of the
timber harvest and forest fire laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have any
questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217, or for general
information visit our website at www.dred.state.nh.us .
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft patrols.
This early detection system and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments.
These factors are critical in controlling the size of wildland fires, keeping the loss of property and suppression
costs as low as possible. Due to permitting and fire safety concerns, please contact your local fire department
BEFORE using portable outdoor fire places and vessels, including those constructed of clay, concrete or wire
mesh.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside burning.
REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!!
2000 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported thru November 10, 2000)















PO BOX 1756, SANDOWN, N.H. 03873
THESANDOiVNFIREAND RESCUEARE GLAD TOREPORT THA T THE YEAR 2000HAD NO
EXTREMEEMERGENCIES THA TNEEDED OUR ATTENTION.
ALTHOUGH THEACTUALNUMBER OFFIRE CALLS DIDNOTINCREASE DRAMATICALLY,
THENUMBER OFAUTOACCIDENTSAND MEDICAL CALLSDID INCREASE.
THENEW TANK TRUCK WASPUTINTO SERVICEINDECEMBERAND THE TRAININGHAS
BEENPRErrY WELL COMPLETED. THIS UNIT WILL BEA GREATHELP TO THE
DEPARTMENTAND WILL PROVIDE WATERMUCHQUICKER. THIS WILLASSURE THA T
THENUMBER OFQUAUFIED DRIVERS FOR THISLARGE TRUCK WILL ALWAYSMAKE IT
ABLE TORESPOND TOALL CALLS.
WE WEREABLE TO GET THREEMORE FIREHGHTERS CERTIFIED FOR FIREFIGHTER
ONEAND HAZMATLEVELS THIS YEAR THIS COURSEREQUIRES 260 HOURS OFNIGHTS
AND WEEKENDS FOR THESEMEN TO BE INVOL VED IN TRAINING, AS WELL AS LOTS OF
TIME PREPARING FOR FINAL WRITTENAND PRACTICAL EXAMSINORDER TO BE
CERTIFIED. MY THANKS GO TO THESE THREEMENFORALL OF THE TIMEAND EFFORT
TO COMPLETE THESE CERTIFICATIONS.
OUR MAINGOAL FOR THE YEAR 2001 IS TO WORK WITH THE PLANNINGBOARD FOR THE
NEEDSAND GROWTHOF THE TOWNOFSANDOWN. PERHAPSNOTENOUGH
COMMUNICA TION WAS HELD BETWEEN THE FIRE DEPARTMENTAND THE PLANNING
BOARD, INVOL VINGSOME OF THE DECISIONSMADEBY THEM, THAT THEHRE
DEPARTMENTFEELS WERENOTINTHEBESTINTERESTFOR THE SAFETYOFSANDOWN
RESIDENTS.
THESANDOWNFIREAND RESCUE WILL TRYHARDER TO GETSOME OFOUR SAFETY
CONCERNS PRESENTED TO THEPLANNINGBOARDAND BOARD OFADJUSTMENTIN THE
UPCOMING YEAR.
OUR FIRE PREVENTIONCREWIS STILL DOING GREATAND REPORTS FROMSCHOOLS
AND PRIVA TE KINDERGARTENSAREREALLYPLEASING.
WEHOPE TOBEABLE TOPROVIDE THE SAME TYPE OFSER VICE TO THE COMMUNITYAS
IN THE PAST WITHOUTANY FULL-TIME PERSONNEL FOR THENEXTFEW YEARS BUT WE
AREAWARE THAT THIS CANNOTLASTFOREVER
ITSBECAUSE OFDEDICATED PEOPLEUKE THOSE THAT WEHAVE THAT THIS IS
POSSIBLE. I THANKALL OF THE MEMBERS, AS WELL AS THE TOWNSPEOPLE, WHO







The year 2000 past so quickly it seems. Our focus was still a positive one with much emphasis on
professionalism, training and community interaction, all of which are partners in reducing any liability
issues which would affect our town.
We have now had an entire year to get accustomed to our new computer system. The system was obtained
through a Local Law Enforcement Block Grant we were awarded in 1999. The system has differences that
we've been trying to adjust to, one of which, are the reports it produces, for example the report of
statistics printed in this book. The system meets the State and FBI requirements for federal statistical
reporting.
The D.A.R.E. program was a huge success. The four 5^ grade classes at Sandown Central were the year
2000 graduates. D.A.R.E Officer, Sgt. Aurie Roy did an excellent job. The Students, Teachers, and
Parents expressed their appreciation to her by a standing ovation on D.A.R.E. graduation day.
We held a bicycle safety day and a child and elderly registry this summer.
We have 12 members of our Explorer Program and always looking for more. As you may or may not
know, the Explorer Program (a division of the Boy Scouts) is set up for youth interested in making law
enforcement a career. In the past, 4 of our officers started their careers as Explorers. This year we have
again hired two more cadets, Robert Kelley and Emmanuel Fardella. This program is extremely beneficial
to the town, in that, it prepares these cadets for being officer's by receiving extensive training, which
takes care of some of the training time to be a police officer. This is a money saving benefit to the Town.
The video camera in our cruiser has been a huge success. In many instances, it has protected the town
fi"om false accusations against officers. It also keeps officer's on their toes and to do a good job.
Officer John Sable graduated fi^om the Police Standards and Training Full-time Academy this year. We
have a fijll staff, 5 fiall-time, 7 part-time and 2 on-call Animal Control employees.
We have over a 95% conviction rate at court, this is a strong indication that our officer's are well trained,
professional and do a great job.
I would like to send a sincere Thank you to all residents for your support throughout the years. Ifyou are
in need of any assistance, please feel fi"ee to contact any member of the Police Department and we will do
our best to help you. I would also like to Thank the dedicated members of the Sandown Police
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01/29/01 07:3« Town of Sanooun Caoe 000001
A 6 B R t V I A T E PROPERTY i I S T
Sequenced by Taxpayer name - Range; first to Last
Detail tines Included = no Aaditional Detail
Seiecceo Bill Cooes = ••• Ail Bill Cooes '"' Cooes =
Actt Property Owner Sert Aap ( tot
Tax Authority: Ail lax Autnorities
Udg Value land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
006^56 ABBOT, CLAIRt
00634* ABBOTT, OAVIO J
000015 ACKERNAN, JANES E.
004BH ADIE, SCOTT L.
006591 AOYNS, GEORGE N
006378 AHEARN, NICHAEL J
000009 AietE, NATHAN H.
006524 AlBRECHT, THONAS
004643 AL0RID6E, PETER J.
004456 ALEXANDER, SCOTT 0.
003338 ALfORD, PrtlLlP
000010 ALLEN, DOUGLAS U.
005082 ALLtN, GROVER
003884 ALLEN, RICHARD L. JR.
004627 ALLEN, SHAWN S.
000013 ALLGAIER, ROBERT A.
000019 ALLORE, JOCELVN A.
002952 ANANTE, PAUL J.
006610 ANERO, lINOA J
000026 ANDERSON, DANIEL A.
000030 ANOERSON, ERNEST E.
006674 ANOERSOK, HARL I.
004203 ANOERSON, NARK 0.
000034 ANOERSON, WUfREO C.
000034 ANOERSON, UlLFRED C.
003957 AN6E, JANES A.
003971 ANGERS II, JOSEPH S.
000037 ANGLE POND GROVE INC.
005702 ANTKOWIAK, ERIC D.
000038 ANTOINE, GEORGE E.
002721 ANTOLEWICZ, JOHN S.
000039 ANT0NIEWIC2, JOHN J.
005653 APRAhAAIAN, ROBERT R.
005661 AROOLINO, DAVID C.
005058 ARENA, ARTHUR S.
006593 ARASTRONG, JANES fi
004571 ARNDLO, THONAS 6.
000041 arsenault, jerry j.
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A 6 8 8 E V I A T E P S P E R T V LIST
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: first to Last
Detail Lines Inciuoed = no Additional Detail
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Tax Authority: Aii Tax Authorities
ActI Property Owner Ser< Aap & lot fllog Value Lano Value Curr Vaiue Exemptions Net Value
000015 ARZILLI, ROBERT E.
006338 flSALONE, BARRY
006279 ASHLEY, ALBERT
001017 ASHLEY, SCOTT H.
000051 ASSENZA, JOSEPH J.
002101 ATKINS, ALVIN j.
002101 ATKINS, ALVIN J.
006266 ATKINS, GREGORY S
001037 AUBREY JR.. ROGER
001807 AUGUSTA, CHRISTINE A.
006563 AUNCHNAN, DAMN
005168 AUSTIN, JOHN K.
001567 AYAN, DAVID S.
001316 A2AR, NAWAL A.
006511 AZARIAN, HIChAEl J
001656 BADGlEY, BARBARA A.
006326 BAILEY, JEffRtY R
000071 BAUEY, WARREN I
000076 BAKER, JOHN A.
000585 BAKER, KAREN
000075 8AKER, SHARON l.
006616 BAKER, STEPHEN h
002780 BALL, STEVEN
005257 BANGS DEVElOPAENT CORP.





005377 BARBIERI, ANGElO S.
000088 8ARe0UR, JUNE A.
003S67 BARC2AK, ROGER A.
001220 BARIl, DEAN 0.
005788 8ARNES, COREY J
001060 BARNES, GARHElO J.
006292 BARNES, GARY i SONS,
006292 BARNES, GARY S SONS,
006232 BARNES, GARY i SONS,
006292 BARNES, GARY i SONS,
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006292 BARNES, SARI 8 SONS,
006292 BARNES, GARV i SONS,
006292 BARNES, 6ARr S SONS,
006292 BARNES, GARY 5 SONS,
006292 BARNES, fiARV S SONS,
006292 BARNES, bARV i SONS,
006292 BARNES, 6ARV i SONS,
006292 BARNES, GARY 5 SONS,
006292 BARNES, SflRY S SONS,
006623 BARNUR, CATHY RAE
000091 BARRETT, ELIZABETH R.
00fl2M BARTlETT, HATHlEEN H.
006490 BASNETT, WIlLIAK J
000096 BASSETT, CARROLL L.
000098 BASSETT, ElEANOR L.
000098 BASSETT, ElEANOR l.
000100 BASSETT, iRVlN6 C.
000102 BASSETT, JANES C.
000105 BASSETT, RAYNONO S.
000105 BASSETT, RAYBONO S.
000107 BASSETT, SCOTT 0.
004348 BftSTIOE, PETER ft.
003B44 BASTIEN, NARC G.
000108 BATCHElOER, GARY A.
006689 BATTLES, ThONAS T
004333 BAXTER 3R. .CHARLES t.
005663 BEAl, WlLlIftN £.
006459 BEARD, PftUL
005131 BEftTTIE, ftliEN C.































000118 BEftUCHftKP JR. TRUSTEE, LEO E. 000092 03-025
000121 BEAUOtTTE, ftlAN R.
005338 6EAU0ETTE, C. HENRY
000122 BEAUIIEU. DANIEL 0.
001686 BEAUIIEU, QARLENE N.
005315 BEftULlEU, ROBERT R.
000124 BEftULlEU, WllLlAN J.
000130 BEOA80, GERALD P.
000136 BEECROfT, NORTON f.
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005096 BElANGER, VERNON R.
003626 BELL III, JOHN 6.
0OO139 BtLlANTONl, JOSEPH 0.
0001fl« BELlEVUiE, WluIS
OOOIM BELlEVIuE, WlLlIS
004072 BELLlVEAl), BRIAN P.
004420 BERGERON, RICHARD A.
006661 8ER6NANN, FRANKLIN S
005084 BERNABV, KENNETH N.
006526 BERNABY, RAChEl l
005158 BERNIER, PAUL W.
005630 BERNIER, ROBERT T.
000149 BERTONCINI, PAUL R.
003386 BETTS, ALLAN
004414 BtUCLER, BRIAN 6.
004820 8IBB0, WlLLlAN T.
004052 6IBEA0, STEVEN J.
003765 BICKNELl, BRUCE C.
005534 BIElEVICH, AlAN J.
004932 BIERV, WALTER L.
005360 BILOOEAU, OORIS N.
003742 BISHOP, CYNTHIA J.
001340 BISSETTE, SANDRA
006305 8ISS0N, BRUCE A
003139 BISSONNETTE, RICHARO
006(84 BLACHE, ROBERT N
003709 BLACK, VIRGINIA A.
003709 BLACK, VIRGINIA A.
003188 BLAIR JR., ROBERT A.
004436 BLAISDElL, GEORGE F.
000166 BLAKE, 0. FREDERICK
005623 BLANC, JACQUELINE N.
000168 6LANCHARD, DEBORAH E.
006290 BLASETTI, VICTOR J
000174 6LATNU, FRANK
005S84 BLISS, JANES ti.
000183 BOBRYK, ALEXANDER A.
000184 BOENARK CONSTRUCTION CO.
000185 B060SH, ROBERT U.
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000192 eOlANO, AARY A.
000198 BOUlK, OAAES A.
004190 BONIK, JOYCE
0OS311 600NH0WER, AARK J.
006656 eOSBONE, VINCENT
006625 eORGES, STEVEN J
006685 BORN, JAAES
005020 60RRUS0, PAUL A.
000203 60SIES, ROSE
004319 BOUChARO, GARY
005462 BOUCHARD, JASON A.
006312 BOUCHARD, AlCHAEl 6
004218 BOUCHER, JOSEPH R.
004836 BOUCHER, KEITH j.
004922 eOUOREAU, AlCHAEl
006429 BOUND, ANOREw I
006758 BOUROUE, TERRIE i




006606 BOwEN, JEAN £
000218 80wiE, lEON A.
00365? BOYlE, ROBERT i.
0052?1 BRADY JR. ,EU6ENE F.
000219 BRA66, ROBERT C.
000220 BRANCA, AlCHAEl J.
000221 6RANC0, THOAAS
D04253 6RANN, BlEN fi.
003664 BRAYALi, RICHARD A.
000226 BRENNAN JR., UIUIAA J.
00022? BRENNA* TRUSTEE, AARJORIE A.
00022? BRENNAN TRUSTEE, AARJORIE A.
000225 BRENNAN, EILEEN A.
004123 BRENNAN, JOHN F.
00545? BRENNAN, PAUL J.
00545? BRENNAN, PAUL J.
006??2 BRIOEAU, PAUL J
0041?8 BRIDSON, GARY U.
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000233 BRISeS, STtVt« T.
000233 eKl66S, STEVEN 7.
00O23< eSI6HT«AI», JEAN K.
000236 BRiTTOfi JR., wILlARO W.
000236 BRITTON JR., wIllARO W.
006630 BRITTOIt, WAYfiE U
004891 BROOEUR, JAMS
004600 BROAA, JOHN R.
005837 BROVENOER, JACQUELiltt
00307S BROwAll, RONAlO
000241 BROWN JR., JOHN S.
00629B BROWN, JAIAE L
004019 BROwN, JANE t.
005632 BROWN, KEVIN J.
000247 BROWN, NORIIAN R.
004400 BROwN, RICHARO A.
000250 BROWN, STEPHEN 6.
000262 BROWN, STEVEN A.
000254 BROWNE, EOWARO L.
000257 8RUNEILE, KARL E.
000259 BRUNO JR, RALPH A.
005777 BRYSON, ROBERT J.
006522 BUCCINO, PATRICIA A
000265 BUCKLEY, JANES R.
006396 BUCKLEY, JEAN N
000267 BUCKLEY, KEVIN F.
003407 BUCKlEY-COBURN, lUANNE
005770 BUCO, STEPHEN P., OR.
006247 BUOWICK, KAREN A
006633 6UN0ZINSKI, ALEXANDER
0OS558 eUNDZINSKI, RONAiO
002846 euROEN, JANES R.
004832 BURGESS, WUHAN E.
002076 8UR60YNE, SHERRY E.
000277 eURKE JR, JOHN P.
000275 BURKE, DAVID
005219 BURKE, HIllIAN T.
006770 BURLIN6ANE, KINBERIV N
005440 BURNHAN, STEPHEN J.
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005808 burns, jaues a.
001136 Burns, richaro e.
000261 BUSStlL, STEVEN S.
00<I518 BUTLER, LISA N.
005665 BUTRUCCiO, AICHAEl J.
000282 BuTTS, JOAN
0054M BVRON, PAUL
000284 CABRAL, wIllIAR A.
0051/3 CABRERA, ROSA C.
003205 CACCIOLA, EOwARO 0.
006393 CAR, CYNThIA E
000289 CAlL, EOwARO N.
000289 CAIL, EOWARO n.
0052?5 CAIL, JOHN C.
005483 CAIllOUETTE, RICHARO A.
000291 CAIN, JOHN f.
000293 CAlABRESE, iUH P.
003941 CAlOER, OOUGlAS E.
005340 CALL JR., hAROLO L.
000298 CALLAHAN, VINCENT




003754 CANPBEll, SARIN E.
005028 CAN0E6ER, ERSIN
003774 CANOElA, JOHN 0.
003189 CANNEY, lINOA N.





000305 CAPUTO, IRVING P.
000309 CARBOnEllO, CHESTER
003048 CARE, RICHARD E.
006584 CAREY, AICHELlE A
004755 CAREY, PAUL W.
000315 CARLSEN, NORNAN F.
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Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Naie - Range: First to last
Oetaii Lines Inciuoeo = No Aooitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = '*" Aii Biii Cooes **' Cooes =
Tax Autnority: Aii Tax Autnorities
Biog Value lano Value Curr Value Exemptions Net ValueAct! Property Owner Sert Aap S lot
005«2 CARNAN ili, wIUlAII S.
000320 CARNABUCCI, OORINICK
000321 CARON, GARY P.
003362 CARON, ROlANO 6.
O035«6 CARR, JANES T.
003237 CARR, THONAS 6.
006375 CARRICO, AOOlPh R
000326 CARRIKER, IRENE
O046«5 CARROLL, JOHN P.
000329 CARTER, RuSSEl E.
004137 CARTER, WIllIAN R.
004383 CARV, JOHN R.
OOA014 CASEY, PAUL 6.
000350 CASEY, RuSSEll N.
006362 CASO, ROBERT A
000764 CASSETTARi, NICHAEl J.
005691 CASTlES, KEVIN P.
000336 CASwEll. PRISCIllA A.
000336 CASwtLl. PRISCIllA A.
002726 CATANESE, RICHARD
004001 CtlENTANO, RICHARO J.
000339 CELESTE, VINCENT j,
000339 CELESTE, VINCENT J.
000339 CELESTE, VINCENT 3.
000339 CELESTE, VINCENT J.
001545 CENTENO, CARNElA W.
004908 CERASUOlO, KEVIN F.
000341 CERVA, 6AIi
000342 CtURVElS, JOHN
003199 CHABOl, RUSS A.
DOS234 CHADUICK, PHIlIP E.
004500 CriAGANIS, SANUEl
003167 CHA6N0N, JOSEPH J.
005804 CHA6N0N, NARK
006525 ChAGnON, RAYHONO J.
003079 CHALLlNOR, BRUCE R.
006495 ChANBERLAIN, USA N
002965 CHAKPION, WlLLlAK
000346 CHANPOUX JR., JANES J.










































01/29/01 07:35 Town of Sanooun Page OOOOOS
A B 8 R £ V I fl T E PROPERTY i I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer fiame - Range: First to last
Oecaix tines Inciuoeo = No Aoditionai Detail
Seucteo 6iii Cooes = "* An Biii Cooes "" Cooes =
Actt Property Owner Ser* «ap S lot
Tax Autnority: Au lax Autnorities
6iog Value lano Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Vaiue
006/60 CHAPlNSa, RICHARD
0OS388 CHAPAAN, SHONA A.
0O39S2 CHAPUT, litiOI
000355 CHARlAND, OOUSLAS R.
005487 CHARPENTIER, RIChARO I.
004390 CHAVERS, VICTORIA L
004160 CHCCOVICH, JOHN A.
003852 CHENEY, OfiVIO R.
006743 CHESTER, JOHN
005004 CHEVALIER, 8RiAN P.
006614 CHIPAAN, 6ARY
000359 CHRISTENSEN, 61LBERT V.
000361 CICEMA, lOkENZO w.
001314 ciesiu, aary r.
000364 Clark, <eith s.
004106 ClARH, SCOTT A.
005167 ClARK, STACEY E.
000362 Clarke, jaaes t.
0o5305 clarke, aarv e.
006709 CLARKE, AICHAEl J
003505 ClATER, JOHN A.
003S84 CLEARY, JOHN V.
000366 ClEAONS, JOHN 0.
006718 ClERAONT, PAUL H., JR.
000367 CLiFfORO, MiLLlAA J.
000369 CLIFTON, M. STEVEN
000374 COCHRAN, JAAES t.
003252 COElhO, OONAlO L.
000378 COLBY TRUSTEE, JOHN t.
000380 COlE. OENNIS P.
006278 COlE, AOI1T6OAERY
004659 COLEllA JR., ALFRED J.
005567 COUIt, STEPHEN C.
000382 COLLINS, BARBARA E.
004152 COLLINS, JEREAIAH T.
006336 COLLINS, PATRICK F
004369 COLLINS, RUSSELL F.
004574 COLLINS, UlLlIAA S.
002727 COLUABUS JR., SAlVI











































01/29/01 Oh35 Toun of Sanooun Page OOQOIO
ABBREVIATED PROPERTY i i S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer lodie - Range: first to last
Oetaii lines Inciuoeo = no Adoitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo 8iii Cooes = '"* Aii Biii Cooes "" Cooes =
Tax Autnority: Au Tax Autnorities
8iog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions net VaiueActt Property Owner Serf Aap i lot
006310 COdEREORO, ElEANOR H
000385 COHERfORO, JARES
006528 COHPlIANCE PROPERTIES, ilC
000388 COKTOIS, DONM 1.
0066/0 CONOON, EDmARO A
0036?3 CONOOH, RICHARD J.
000390 C0«L0«, EU6ENE J.
006283 CONKOR, GARY A.
000396 CONNOR, iARIt E.
006635 CONNOR, STEVE N
005442 CONSAlVI, DONNA «.
000402 CONmAV, DONALD 6.
006542 CONuAY, MlllIAN A
000406 CONWtll, ROBERT E.
000410 COOK, JEANNE A.
006M6 COONBS, PHIlIP
000412 COONBS, THONAS J.
000414 COOPER, JOHN fi.
003/39 CDRl, NiCHElt
000418 CORNIER, DE6RA A
000420 CORNIER, lAuRENT R.
000424 CORREuE, HEOwlB
006250 CORVI, AlAN L
003991 COSTA, JANES C.
004943 COTA, PrilllP J.
005827 COTE, EU6ENE J.
000430 COTE, JOHN J.
002144 COTE, PAUL N.
001746 COTE, R06ER S.
000434 COTTER, CARL 0.
003023 COUTURE, OONNA N.
005258 COUTURIER, NATTHEU J.
006487 CRAWFORD, JANES
0031S4 CREGG, ROBERT
005102 CRINKLAW, PAUL T.
000443 CRIPPS, DAVID A.
004426 CROKE, NIChAEl A.
004254 CRONlN, CHERYL A.
006/84 CRONIN, JR., JANES P
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Sequenced Dy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to last
Oetaii Lines Inciuoeo = no Aoditionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = *•* Aii Biii Cooes *'* Cooes =
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
Jidg Vaiue Lano Value Curr Vaiue Exemptions net Vaiueflctt Property Owner Sert Aap i lot
003860 CRONVN, KEITH 0.
004164 CftOTEAU, THOAAS H.
000451 CROTTEAl) III, AAURICE L.
000453 CROWE, OAVIO J.
005206 CROWLty, EDWARO J.
006?89 CUB PONO, nC
005266 CUUEN, RIChARO R.
000461 CURRAH, GARY P.
004116 CURRIER, J. SCOTT
006622 CUTlES, ROY 0.
000463 CUTLlfFE, 0. ROMLO
000463 CUTlIffE, 0. RONAlO
004100 CUTTIK6, ALICE 6.
003888 CYR, OAMEL j.
006311 CYR, EOAUNO f
004063 CYRuLiK JR., JOSEPH fi.
000466 O'AAORE, PAUL J.
005208 O'AOUST, AElISSA
004202 OAliOTA REALTY TRUST
0O4?8O OAlEY EAAIlY TRUST, NARY
003722 OAlEY, fREO T.
000472 OAllAIRE, JOYCE A.
006298 uAlPhOnO, NORHAK
002830 OAKVIllE BAPTIST SOCIETY
000474 OARRAH, OAVIO j.
000476 OASlLVft, JOHN 6.
005535 OAVEKPORT, OAVIO N.
000477 OAVIS SR., RICHARO «.
004994 OAVIS, OANA L.
004438 OAVIS, DONALO C.
005761 OAVIS, AltlERVIM
000479 OAVISOH, ROBERT S.
006259 OAmlEY, CHRISTOPHER i
000483 OAY, GARY R.
006803 OEACY, AlCHAtL
000490 DEAAON, ROSE A.
004130 OEANGElO, VIKCEIIT P.
000497 DEBLOIS, OEMIS 6.
006735 OEBLOIS, JR., RICHARO P










































01/29/01 0?:36 Town of Sanooun Page 000012
S B 8 R t V I A T t PROPERTY l i S T
Sequcnceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to last
Detail Lines Inciuoeo = no flooitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = •'" Aii Biii Cooes ""• Cooes
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Biog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions net VaiueActt Property Owner Ser« Aap i lot
002167 OECARlO, JAKES l
0062M DECARLO, AARY AMiE, TRUSTEE
0062/< OECARLO, AARY ANKE, TRUSTEE
006277 OECARLO, AICHAEl C
005319 OEfElICt, AiCHAtL
006427 OEfEO, ALAANOO, OR.
003640 OElPOZZO, JAAES 0.
005093 0ELRI06E REALTY CORP.
005093 0ELRID6E REALTY CORP.
000513 OEMRCO, DIANE A.
0056S6 OEAARCO, JOHN A.
006665 OEAATTEO, DOIiALD R
004619 OEAERS, fiOStR R.
002004 OEAIRJIAN, ARTHUR C.
005735 OEHNIS, WILlIAA C.




000517 DESHARNAIS, lEDIiARD E.
005037 OESROChE, PAUL J.
000523 OESROCHEkS, PHIlIP P.
002674 DESROCHERS, ROBERT
006653 DETAIL HOAES, LLC
000525 DtVEAU, BERTHA
006743 OEVELLIS, DAVID J
005528 DEVINE, DOUGLAS P
0DO526 DEVIKE, JAKES E.
000528 OEVINE, JAKES J.
000528 DEVIDE, OARES J.
001191 OEVITS, AATTHEW f.
004482 DEVLIN, JAKES U.
006636 OEVIIK, KICHAEt H.
003165 DICKEY JR., RAVAOltD P.
00543D OIFEO, AKY lOUISE
006142 DIK6KAK SR., VERK
000632 DIONtiE, ARTHUR E.
006641 OIDKNE, JAKES F
0DD534 DIPACE, 6E0RGE K.










































Dl/25/01 0?;36 Town of Sanoown Page 000013
A 8 6 R E V I fl T E PROPERTY LIST
Sequenceo by Taxpayer Name - Range: first to Last
Oetaii Lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Oetaii
Seiecceo Biii Cooes = '** All 6iii Cooes '*' Cooes
Tax Autnority: Aii Tax Autnorities
Actt Property Owner Serf Nap i Lot Biog Vaiue Lano Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions Net Vaiue
001/90 OIPIETRD, KATHlEEN
002?39 OIPIPPO, LORENZO 0.
000539 OIRIENZO, OONAlO 0.
0OOS<3 DISAlVO, JANET R.
006439 OISCIPIO, WiLLlAfl, SR.
000b4« OISTEfANO, ODAiNiC
000495 OIVASTA, PAUL J.











D06420 008ERNAN RESCUE UNLIAITEO, iNC 002268 05-007-07
000550 0O6R0w0CSi(i, AIChAEl E.
004141 OOmERTY, 00U6LAS 6
004356 OOLAN III, CHARLES
005393 OOlAN, CHRISTINE
006572 OONA, CHRISTOPHER i
004846 DONAHUE, OANIEl 6.
006/73 OONAHUE, JOHN
004035 DONAHUE, JOHN w.
000556 DONAHUE, AARK A.
005813 DONAHUE, THOAAS f.
004948 DONNEllAN, CHRISTOPHER
006476 OONNELLY, CHRISTINE A
006/51 DONNELLY, CHRISTINE T
005612 DONNELLY, PATRICK J.
005645 DONOHUE, JOSEPH 8., JR.
000561 DONOVAN, 6AlL
000562 DONOVAN, JOSEPH R.
005244 DONOVAN, AICHAEl E.
0OS756 DONOVAN, PAAElA 0.
003/07 DOOLEY, ElAInE
006/87 DORE, TiAOTHY A
006464 OORSOK, NElSON E
004508 DOUCETTE II, ERUEST J.
006529 DOUCETTE, ERNEST J
006529 DOUCETTE, ERNEST J
004939 0OU6HERTY, AARK I.
005273 OOUPHINETTE, SCOTT A.
004158 OOm, UILlIAA

































01/29/01 07:37 Town of Sanoown Paqe OOOOH
» 8 6 R E V I fl T t P ft P E R T y l i S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer dame - Range: First to Last
Detail lines Inciuoeo = «o Aooitionai uetaii
Seiecieo Biii Cooes = '*' Aii Biii Cooes *** Cooes
Tax Hutnority: Aii Tax Autnorities
Actt Property Owner Sert nap i lot 6iog Value lana Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions net Vaiue
005321 OftASON JR., RICHARD J.
006467 DRAKOSOU, ROBERT f
004288 ORISCOLl, JAKET P.
006470 DftlSCOu, PATRICIA A.
000577 OROwNE, OAViO i.
000578 OROWliE, OORDiHY E.
000576 OROmnE, DOROTHY E.
OO0576 OROhKE, DOROTHY t.
000578 OROwflE, DOROTHY E.
000579 OROWhE, AAJORIE E.
000584 OROmNE, NORM A
OQ0584 DRDwNE, NORM A
005780 OUBE, BASRV C.
005363 OUBE, BRIAN J.
004934 OUBE, OANIEl E.
006363 DUBE, OAwN N
004983 OuBE, STEVEN 6.
000590 OUChENIn SR., HIChAEi S.
005609 OUDlET, ROBERT A.
005609 OUOIEY, ROBERT d.
005609 OuDlEY, ROBERT N.
005609 OuOlEY, ROBERT A.
005297 DUFF, THOaAS 6.
004903 OUFFY, JANES J.
003667 DUFFY, JOHN
000592 DUEORD, ARAAND D.
002972 DUGAS, bERARO J.
0DD59S DUGAS, RONAiD
000597 DUKE, GEORbE M.
003228 DUL0N6, ARTHUR F.
005200 DU10N6, JOHN A.
000600 DUlDNG, RONAiO X.
000604 OUNBAR, ftONAlO 6.
005759 OUNN, KATHI
00437S DUPOUY, DAVID C.
000608 DUQUETTE FAHILY LlVIUS TRUST
OD0614 OUSTON, EDwIN 0.
000614 DUSTON, EOmIN D.
006297 DUVAL, III, lUCIEN J










































01/25/01 07:38 Town of Sanooun Page OOOOIS
A 6 8 R t V i fl I e P R P E R T y L i S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: first to last
Detail Lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionai uetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = "'* An Bin Cooes '*' Cooes
Tax Autnority: An lax Autnorities
6iog Value lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue exemptions net VaiueActt Property Owner Ser»
00658/ OVt, tOOIt i 001120 1/-01S-1/
005333 t 5 C PtASOOy tUTERPKlStS, LLC 001160 18-002-01
006639 EAGAK, BARS 00062/ 21-016-09
006695 EALES, OAViO A OOOUi 05-022-01
000622 EAiiLE, ClVOE 5. 000<82 05-02/
0OO62A EASTAAK, ChARlES W.
005110 EASTAAN, ThOIAS J.
0035/0 EATON, CHARLES C.
000626 EATOfi, CmARLES S.
00A59/ E06EC0AB, HEVIN J.




001310 EOwAkOS SK., ROBERT 6.
005021 'nn ASSOC. lTO. PARTNERSHIP
0026/6 ElIAS, ChARlES S.
006465 Elizabeth road trust, 36
000639 Elliot, colik a.
006701 Elliott, joseph
000610 ellis, nam) t.
000611 EllSEV, richaro p.
000611 EllSEY, RIChARO P.
005511 ellston, Susan j.
005662 ELSIAH, SAYEO
005662 ElSIAH, SAYEO
000650 tAERSON III, FREDERICK G.
002915 EAtfiSON, ROBERT S
0013/6 EAERY JR., JOHN T.
005268 EAERY, HEATHER H.
00065/ EVANS, JOHN E.
00065/ EVANS, JOHN E.
005620 EVANS, RONAlO J.
002861 EVANS, STEPHEN A.
005130 EulN6, DOUGLAS GRANT
001252 FAGAN, ROY H.
D01252 FAGAN, ROY W.
001/53 FAIR, SHERRiLL REBECCA






































01/29/01 07:35 Town of Sanoown Page 000016
ft B e R £ V I A T £ P ft ? £ R T V l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: First to Last
Detail Lines Inciuoeo = no AOoitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = "*' Sii Biii Cooes "* Cooes =
ActI Property Ouner Sert nap i lot
Tax Autnority: Aii Tax Autnorities
8iog Value lano Vaiue Curr Value £xeiiipcion5 net Vaiue
004610 FAl£S SR., OOUGlAS T.
00A46S PAl£S, OOUGlAS T.
000666 FAlKcKhAA, AARK D.
0DAM4 FAfilOti, RONAlO 0.
000664 FAROtLLA, RITA t.
003163 FARNHAA, JONATHAN F.
006460 FARRtLL, ANORtM
004694 FARRtLL, RIChARO V.
000666 FAuCMtR JR., JOHN 0.
000666 FAUChFR JR., JOHN 0.
000666 FAUCh£I! JR., JOHN 0.
000669 FAwCtTT, mIllIAI F.
006627 FAXON, SR., RANOY M
005835 FAYlE, JOHN P
000673 FEDERAL INVESTMENTS
000673 FEDERAL INVESTNENTS
000676 FEOlI jr., JOHN R.
000676 FEOlI jr., JOhN ft.
003494 FEOlI, R08ERT C.
000678 FERREIRA, JOHN F.
006578 FICHERA, APRU S
005410 FICHERA, KftlSTlNE A.
000661 FIOlER, JACOB H.
000683 FIELDS, JUAMTfl
005660 FINCH, BARBARA 8.
006249 FINDEISEN, BftENDA
005228 FISHER, PETER
004477 FlSHt, CHARLES F.
006407 FITZGERALD, BtNJAIIlN K
005073 FITZ&IBBONS, AlCHAEi F.
006496 FlANABAN-HAmE, (ATHlEEN
000693 FiEBOTTE, HIllIAK F.
003724 Fletcher, oavio b.
004285 FlINN, ROBERT H.
004655 Flint, ROBERT A.
003727 FlOYD, PATRICK A.
006649 FOLEY, ROBERT
005778 FOllANSBEE, WIllIAA F., JR.
D00701 FDRO, RICHARD P.
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Sequenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: first to lasi
Oetaii Lines Inciuoeo = Ho Aooitionai Oetaii
Seiccteo Biii Cooes = *** An Bin Cooes '"• Cooes
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
hog Value lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue txeupaons iiet VaiueAct» Property Owner SerJ Aap i LOt
0O48/O fORSTEft, JOSEPH J.
000?02 FORSYTH, OOllALO K.
003187 FORTIER, PAUL E.
00070« fORTIM, OUAHE C.
004630 FOSS, RARBARET P.
005694 FOURMER, R06EK tt.
00386/ FOURNIER, TODD I.
002681 FOHlER, DARES
004371 FOX, NATHAN M.
005*21 FRANCIS, AlCHAEl
004070 FRANKLIN, IRVING





004936 fREEOOR HIll LLC
004936 FREEDOR HIll llC
004317 fREERAN, DAVIO A.
004954 FREI7A6, HANS
004404 FREITAS JR., FRANK
004277 FRICK, RONAlD
004513 FRYE, lORNA J.
006283 FRYE, ROBERT
000713 fOSERE, JEFFREY P.
006667 FULLER, RiCHAEl T
003984 FUNAI, RICHARD C.
006582 FUNKE, SCOTT
006448 FUSCO, PARElA R
000716 65j REALTY TRUST
006651 OAOQE, JAN F
005514 GAGE, RICHARD U.
000721 GAeitON JR., ARTHUR A.
D00721 GA6N0N JR., ARTHUR A.
D05426 6AGN0N, ANN K.
005775 GA6N0N, NORRAR
002229 6AINAN, THORAS G.
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A 6 B if E V i A T e PROPERTY LIST
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer dame - Range: first to Last
uetaii lines inciuoeo = no AoOitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = '*" Aii 6iii Cooes "•' Cooes
Tax Autnority. An Tax Autnorities
hog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exeaptions Net VaiueAct! Property Owner Sen Kap i LOt
002682 6ANN0N, OANIEl 001//6 06-023-01
00638b 6A(tN0h, JANICE I 000512 06-029
006386 GANNON, JANICE E 000613 06-030
000?2; 6ANN0N, JOSEPH P. OOOblO 06-023-02
000/2/ SANNON, JOSEPH P. 000511 06-023
003676 SAROEllA, STEVEN J. 001873 07-026-02
006556 6AR0INER, HEATHER L 002068 14-009-12
005749 6ARNER, GWENDOLYN E. 000579 21-029
006790 6ARVEY, BRIAN j 000860 26-002
000734 6ARVEY, EOwARO C. 000518 12-003
004416 GAUOETTt JR., ROBERT P. 001583 18-037-04
000736 6AUDETTE, JAKES E. 000520 16-004
006618 GflUOETTE, PAUL T 001050 21-116
002238 6AU0REAU, OONAlO 000521 04-016-09
005075 GAUVIN, OAViO J. 000475 03-016
002117 GAUVIN, LiNOA 000283 07-007-20
004910 6AYN0R, JOSEPH J. 002125 14-009-62
006694 GEARY, HEVIN j 000108 21-018-01
006603 GEISlER, CHARltS A 002279 19-037-002
006333 6EISSER, NtlllE K. REV. TRUST 000524 05-019
006333 GEiSSER, NEllIE <. REV. TRUST 000526 05-019-02
002240 GEiSSER, PAUL
002240 GEISSER, PAUL
005712 GElOART, DENNIS 0.
006433 GENORON, JOANNE 6
000746 GENTIlE, JOSEPH 0.
005657 GENUAlDO, ARTHUR S.
000750 GENUALDO, CIRC A.
002241 GENUAlDO, JEAN
000752 GENUALDO, SAlVATDRE L.
000762 GENUAlDO, SAlVATORE i.
000752 GENUAIOO, SAlVATORE I.
006372 GEORGE, II, ERNEST J
004432 GERRY, HlUlAN 0.
004432 GERRY, UIUIAH M.
005262 GETCHEll, BRENDA P.
000756 GIANGREGORIO, DENNIS A.























01/25/01 0?:41 Town of Sanooun
fl B 8 R E V I A T E PROPERTY l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to lasc
Deiaii Lines inciuoeo = No Aooicionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = '" An Bui Cooes *'" Cooes
Tax Autnoriiy: An Tax Autnorities
Siog Vaiue Lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions Net VaiueAct! Property Owner Sert Aap i lot
005/22 siees, ernest p.
00367b GIBBS, wAVNE L.
000/60 GIBSON, OOuSlAS P.
000/62 SIDNEY, OORIS N.
000/63 GieUERE, OAVIfl N.
004665 SuCREAST, OAVIO
OOH57 GiLflAN, OAVIO 6.
005819 GIORDANO, NARK
005399 GITSCHIER, ERIC A.
006497 GIUffRE, ill, JOSEPH A
002261 Glazier, robert
004323 GlEASON, ChARlES l.
005552 GlEEO, AAElIA KEllER
006693 60NEN, VUVAl
004468 GONZALES, HECTOR C.
006434 GONZALEZ, LUIS 6
005542 bOOOMiN, STEVEN C.
000768 GORDON, FRANCIS E.
004127 GORDON, JOSEPH A.
0007/0 GORGIZIAN, ARSEN
002998 GORSid, NIChAEl J.
004/64 GOUOkEAULT, lIllIAN H.
004440 GOUlOING, JANES A.
004261 GRANS, TINOTHY E.


























000847 GRANITE ST. TEl. SERVICE CORP. 000563 04-031
006608 GRANOFF, RICHARD A
006/19 GRANT, NIChEllE E
004458 GRASSO, ROBERT A.
002261 GRAY, TInOThY
000763 GREEN, STEPHEN R.
000/83 GREEN, STEPHEN R.
005/53 GREENE, JOYCE
000784 GREENUOOO, GARY R.
000/84 GREENMOOD, GARY R.
004919 GREGOIRE, SHARON A.
002912 GREGORY, DONNA J.


















01/29/O1 07:42 Town of Sanoown Page 000020
A 8 B R t V I « T £ P R P E K T V i I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: First to last
Detail lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = '" *ii 8iii Cooes *•" Cooes
Tax Autnority: Aii Tax Autnorities
8iog Value lano Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions Net VaxueActI Property Owner Serf Kap i lot
006/33 euERtTTE, RANOALl T
000803 euERIti, PATRICK A.
00330S fiuITARO, ROiAnO J.
003003 6Ul£2IA[i, THEODORE
000804 SUllA, JAAES P.
006480 6URC2AK, JR., UllllAM E
005124 SUSTAfSON, ROBERT J.
00b69S hAASE, CATHERINE ANIt
001023 nADwEN, BRIAN
003212 HAFfORD, RONAlD
002267 HA6EN JR., MlllIAH K.
000813 HA6ST02, FRAM 8.
005618 HA18ACH, lOwEll
005160 HALE, HEllIE E.
















000820 HAu SR., RICHARD l. 000668 07-011
004442 HALl TRUST OF 1993, JENNIE Y. 000666 03-009
004474 HAu TRUST OF 1993, RAVAOND C. 000667 11-009
003811 HAu, BRIAN <. 000161 07-025S025-02
000622 HAABLETT, AARK R. 000670 05-025-01-14
000824 HAAEl, R06tR 6.
006681 HAAllTON, AARK A.
005262 HAAIITON, SCOTT 0.
0OOS26 HAAPSON, PATRICK
004467 hAAPTON, THOAAS D.
005579 HANlEY, JEAA A.
004135 KANSeuRV, AARK J.
005155 HAKSOA, AARK 6.
000830 HANSON, RICHARO S.
004121 HANTAAN, BARRY 6.
003243 HARCUS, THOAAS ( NlJOLA I.
003550 HARDIne, ROGER 6.
003452 HAR6REAVES, OAVIO A.
005409 HARGREAVES, GARY J.
005159 HARAOIS, PATRICIA I.
000833 HARPER, AlCHAEl N
003491 HARRIS, ALFRED E.
005523 HARRIS, ALISA 6.
003216 HARRIS, VERONICA J.
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ABBREVIATED PROPERTY l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: First to last
Oetaii Lines Inciuoeo = No Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = """ An Bin Cooes "*' Cooes
iax Autnority: An iax Autnorities
ActI Property Owner Sen nap i lot 6ioq Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions det Vaiue
000838 HARTfORO, DDuGlAS W.
006003 HARTFORD, SCOTT w.
006381 HflSASO, LLC
002684 HASFOORO, BRUCE
002686 HASSARD III, 6E0Rbt J.
000839 hASTIuGS, LUTHER W.
000839 rtASTlKSS, LUTHER W.
00669? HATCH, KEVIN E
006618 HAVLiN, lEO 8
00b63b hAwKES, NATHAN P.
005830 HAVDEN, ChERVl
00S153 HAVDEN, JOHN C.
OO503S HAVES, ClARE f.
005716 hAVWARO, ClVDE 6.
000850 hEATlEV jr., AlBERT F.
000850 HEATlEV JR., ALBERT F.
00496/ HEBERT JR., R06ER J.
005825 HE1NT2, FRED R.
003618 HEINZ, Albert
005521 hElNBREChT, EDwARO W.
001599 HEHINGWAV, DOUGLAS E.
000854 HEUINGWAV, JOSEPH F.
003009 hENDERShDT, KENNETH C.
005726 HENDERSON, DAVID S.
006314 HENDERSON, JR., OOOGlAS
000860 HENNEAAN, JAAES R.
005104 HERBERT REV LIVING TRUST, B.
000864 HtRAAN, STEPHEN R.
005299 HERSEV RD. OEVElOPhENT 6R0OP
000866 HERSHFIElD, SAB C.
000866 HERShEIElO, SAA C.
005675 HERUARO, TRACV D.
002772 HEVtSH, NARK L.
005572 HiCKEV, KELLV J
005572 HICKEV, KECLV J
005572 HlCKEV, KELLV J
005554 HI6GINS, ANN E.
005554 HIGGINS, ANN E.
000870 HIGGINS, DENNIS 6.
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Siog Value lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exenptions fiet VaiueAct! Property Owner Sort Kap k lot
0O229< HIBGINS, JAMCt t.
002294 H16G1N5, JAMCE £.
00U80 HIBGINS, dlCHAEl H.
00«60 HI661NS, mCHAEL H.
003911 Hi66lNS, Pt66Y L.
000873 HIGHAK, ADDkEw K.
0008/S Hlu, ROBERT d.
005600 HiHES, HRlSTEh A.
0006/? nlNGSTOH, flORENCt A.
006631 HlhSON, JR., JiAAlE R
00I19&2 HlHTOd, RuSSEll J.
006666 HlKTOI", wIllIAA
0006?9 H0A6, ROBERT S.
OOHbie HOOGKiNS, THOAAS J.
006115 HOEGEN, ChRISTA
004335 hOthN, OSCAR A.
000809 hOlOGATE IV, EOwARO
000882 HOLLAdO, STEPHEK H.
000886 HOLAES, EVERETT E.
000886 HOLAES, EVERETT E.




001530 hOlTER, ERIC PAUL
004602 HOPKINSOn, ROAAlO J.
004533 HORAK, OANIEl E.
0D089S HORTOA, BARRY A.
00089/ hOUCK, JOHK a.
00563/ HOUDE, RICHARD C, JR.
006/3/ HOmARO, CHARLES A
004368 HOWARD, DEBORA J.
0049/9 HOWARD, JANET L.
003939 hOwEll, ROBERT J.
000899 hOwIAGTOK, JAAES
000899 HOulNGTOA, JAAES
004016 HOVT REAL ESTATE TRUST
004016 HDYT REAL ESTATE TRUST
004016 HDYT REAL ESTATE TRUST
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8iog Value lano Value Curr Value txenptions net VaiueAct* Property Owner Sert «ap i Lot
003468 HOVT, KtVIlt
000901 HUARO, ROBtRT A.
004331 hOARO, R06fR J.
000903 HUARO, VEMKT 0.
006394 HUARO, wiUiAB
005287 HOeitV. RICHARD A.
003394 MUCUNS, RAlPh t.
005471 HuD6II»S, OtAh K.
000905 HUHPHRty, JtANKtITt S.
000906 HUM, JOnAThAK l.
005493 HUNT, ROBERT u
005051 HUNTRESS, JOHN R.
005217 HUNTRESS, RONAlO E.
004025 huRO, NEllIE AARV
004805 huRlEV Hi, EuGENE U
000910 HURRAV, JOHN J.
005188 HurCH, JERE i.
006663 hVNDS, JOHN F
003406 iACONiNO JR., VINCENT JANES
003406 lACONlNO JR., VINCENT JANES
003406 lACOHlNO JR., VINCENT JANES
003406 lACONlNO JR.. VINCENT JANES
004941 lACOAlNO SR., VINCENT JAIIES
004611 lACONO, CARLO
000917 lACOPUCCi, ROBERT
006523 IANnITEllI, lInDA l
000921 IllER, FAVETTE
000922 INFANT!, RICHARD F.
005149 IN6ALLS ill, ERNEST
000926 IN6RAHAN, TERANCE S.
003759 iVERSON, <AREN A
005347 IVERSON, RICHARD A.
000932 JANGRO, DONALD b.
005289 JANOS, CHRISTOPHER N.
006335 JANVIER, JOSEPH G
002327 JANVRIN, ROBERT
000938 JEAN, EVERETT J.
000938 JEAN, EVERETT J.
002330 JENKINS, KEVIN N.
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005414 JtNStK, JEKKiftR t.
0O4791 JETTE, ROGER S.
005724 JOHNSON, AL8ti(T 0.
D06306 JOHNSON, AAuREEN C
001944 JOHNSON, ROBERT J.
000952 JOHNSON, ROBERT 0.
000954 JOHNSTON, mAhRV I.
004973 JOHNSTON, TiAOTHY 0.
005614 JONES, AlCHElE i.
000960 JONES, PAUL 6.
000962 JOSEPH, PETER E.
005503 JOSliN, JANICE h.
000963 JU06E, 6AkY R.
004532 KANE, PATRICIA E.
004295 KANE, RAYAONO «.
000966 KAPOll, janes T. S ANBElA
000967 KAPPER, TRuST Of E.J. S J. A.
002341 KASIECKI, AICHAEl
002343 KASTE, WlLLlAA f.
OD0966 kAulBACh, GEORGE T.
002757 KAMA, EOmARO
006366 KAYE, RICHARD L
005435 KAYYAL, GEORGE H.
000972 KEARNEY, RiCHARO T.
000972 KEARNEY, RIChARO T.
000972 KEARNEY, RIChAkO T.
OD0972 KEARNEY, RICHARD T.
004888 KEATON, JAKES
004874 KEEfE JR., PETER
004959 KEEfE, VICKY A.
0O27S9 KttNAN WUlIAN T.
004958 KEENE, EVAN C.
D02344 KEhOE, KENNETH H.
002933 KEIF, BARRY R.
001620 KtlZER JR.. JOHN
003256 KEllEHER TRUSTEE, CHRISTOPHER
000975 KELLER, RONALD A.
000976 KEllEY, CHARLES J.
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Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Nasie - Range: First to last
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002761 KtllEY, JAKES
000562 nEiity, «IChARO K.
001856 SEllEY, KOetSi
0OA8S6 Uiity, ROBERT
003S15 SEllty, ROBERT J.
003235 KEllY, KENNETH J.
000988 afiHiS, ROBERT E.
000993 HENNEY, KARTIK j.
000189 KENNY, JANET i.
002834 KERN, JAKES H.
006599 K6N kOkES, llC
000997 KIOO, JANtS




001769 KlKBAll, RAND R.
005443 KING, FRANK 0.
005443 KING, FRANK 0.





















01/29/01 07:«6 Town of Sanoown Page 000026
A B B R E V I A T E ? ii P E R T V l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: First to lasc
Detail lines inciuoeo = no Aocitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = •*" Ail Biii Cooes '" Cooes =
lax Autnority: An Tax Autnoricies
Act« Property Owner Ser» Aap i lot 6iog Value lano Vaxue Curr Vaiue Exemptions fiet Vaiue
004963 i(RAT2 JR., JOiiN f.
001031 tRAuSE, HENfiETH W.
006295 KRAwEC, LAURIE E.
006246 KRENZIEN, CHARLES H
005672 i(ROl, fliCHAEl B.
001036 (UHENE, JOHtl E.
001041 l(uaS£l(, OOROTHV
00490? KUR0S2, VALEfiTT J.
001042 <US, LESLIE C.
006463 KUZBDRSKI, CmERYl lEE
001045 L'ECUVER, KENNETH A.
0O5!87 L'iTAllAN, SUSAh
002694 lABEllE, ROBERT A.
005346 lABOUTE, «ARK S.
001051 lABOSSIERE, ARMND E
001051 lABOSSIERE, ARMKO E
004931 lACERuA, ClAuDETTE
001053 LACHAItCE, GERARO E.
001053 lACHANCE, GERARD E.
001053 LACHAttCE, GERARD E.
001053 lACHANCE, GERARO E.
005362 lAChADCE, AARK C.
005680 LACKENBACH, lVKNE J.
005680 lACKENBACh, LYfiKE J.
006408 lACROIX, A. lODISE
005135 lACROiX, PATRICIA S.
005658 lACROIX, PHllIP R.
004488 lADEU, R. SHAUN
002009 lAFiEUR, DAVID S.
006748 lAIOIAM, CHAD C
003522 LAKE, ALBERT C.
003522 LAKE, ALBERT C.
001060 LAKE, BRADLEY A.
001060 LAKE, BRADLEY A.
005144 lAABERT, DAVID A.
D05144 lAABERT, DAVID A.
005079 lAAOnTAGNE JR., DAVID
003933 lANCIANI, RICHARD E.











































01/29/01 0;:A9 Town of Sanooun Page 00002/
A e e R E V i A T t PROPERTY LIST
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Kane - Range: firsc to Last
Oetaii Lines inciuoeo = no Aoditionai Detail
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Tax flutnority: An Tax flutnorities
Act! Property Owner Ser« nap i LOt 6iog Vaiue lano Value Curr Value Exemptions net Vaiue
ANORV, 6ILLES
AhORV, NORHAti ?
ANt SR., OANltL T.
m SR., DAMtL T.













































































01/29/01 0?:49 Town of Sanooun Page 000028
M 6 R E V i A T £ PROPERTY i I S T
Sepuenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: first to last
Detail Lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = '*' ftii Biii Cooes '"* Cooes
Tax Autnority: An lax Autnorities
8iog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions tiet VaiueActt Property Owner Sert Aap k LOt
0041/0 lEIGHTON trustee, STEVE* S.
003M6 lEIiH, OAVID E.
005222 lEO, RAiPh j.
001108 LEONARD, KEVIN f.
OOIUO lEPINE, RICHARD 0.
001112 lEPORE, RICHARD
000333 LESA6E, SARV
003201 lESABE, 6DRD0N A.
OOlin lESSARD, lAwRENCE H.
OOIU? lESSARD, LAWRENCE W.
00111/ lESSARO, lAwRtNCt W.
OOliie lESSARD, LLOYD A.
006291 LESSER, HElENE
006553 lEVASSEUR, BETTY A
















004162 LEWIS BUILDERS OEVElOPBENT iNC 001556 14-009
001122 lEwIS, JR., ALEXANDER i "ARIA 000916 2/-039
002385 LEWIS, PAUL J. 001/00 19-016
004843 lEwIS, RICHARD 6. 000354 18-040-19
001124 LEWIS, RICHARD P. 0006/4 20-011
001126 LEWIS, ROBERT 6.
005264 lEwiS, THONAS j.
005659 LiNEHAN, SEAN T.
005464 LiNS, TIADTHY j.
004965 lIRA, STEVEN C.
001134 LISTER SR., RICHARD V.
001132 LISTER, JAKES 6.
00645/ lISTER, JASON l
005806 LIVINGSTON, TiAOThy J.
001139 LlZOTTE, NDRAANO E.
0063/6 LLC, ACC NORTHWOOD
001141 LOADER, RICHARD J.
00114/ lOCONTE, PATRICK J.
005685 lOEfflER, ROBERT U.
005498 LOfTUS, THONAS J.
0065SD lONbCriAAPS, PAUL C
006421 L0N6LEV, JONATHAN R
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001156 lOURETTE, lAwRENCE £.
004/96 lOVt, BRIAN K
.
005118 lOVEll jr., mARREK P.
00116A lOVEk1«6, hAkOlO I.
0OM86 lOw, KEVIN T.
00531/ lOwES jr., AATTHEW J.
004031 lOZZI, JAAtS R.
001166 LUBINSKI, JOHN C.
006349 LUCIER, CHRISTOPHER H
00116/ LUCIER, HARK n.
000930 LuciER, nna j.
OOll/O LUtOtRS fANIlV TRUST
0011/3 LUNO, eitNrs i.
0011/2 LUNO, HARRY J.
002//6 LU0N60, JOHN
004/60 LUSCORB, EDmIN 0.
005/63 luSCOnB, TOOO
002400 LYNCH, DAKA T.
002400 LYNCH, DANA T.
0011/4 LYNCH, EOUAkO W.
0054/9 LYNCH, lORETTA
004492 lYTlE, JOSEPH i.
001185 KACClEllAN, DAVIO T.
00118/ AACDONALD ASSOCIATES
002/85 AACOONALO, EVELYN C.
003102 AACD0U6AIL, TnOAAS V.
00493/ AACE, OEBORAh E.
003690 AACEACHEREN, KENNETH
001191 AACFARlANE, PAAElA H.
003810 AACIAS, JUDY A.
00253/ AACKEY, EDwARO T.
004026 AACKlNNON, EOwARD J.
002404 AACKlNNON, ROBERT
002404 AACKlNNON, ROBERT
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SeQuenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to Last
Oetaii Lines Inciuoeo = no fldoitionai Oetaii
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ActI Property Owner ^en «ap h LOt
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
eiog Vaiue Lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue exemptions «et Value
0065S0 «AuKU, LiSA
0O66/2 AA6L1AK0, ROHAlO P
005/M (IA600N, JAAES A.
006561 AA600II, JAAtS ft.
00^306 AAhAS, CVNTHIA A.
0OA463 AAH06Ahy KtAlTV BTtRPRISES
0O'H63 AAmOSAKV realty ENTERPRiStS
0OA71& BAHOlttr, OOhALO C.
00332/ BAIN, wEfiOY L.
003335 AAJOR, REVilt «.
005480 AA<tPEACE, PETER j.
0OS26S lAKuS, JDHK R.
0OS196 iALAKOKlNO, ENZA R.




00450? AAlDNE, BRIAN w.
005395 AANCUSI, lOnnV
001201 AANNI, JOHN J.
002786 AANNINS, OAVIO J.
005313 BANNING, RICHARD
005065 AARARIAN, AIChAEl
006029 AARA221, WIllIAH j
006029 NARAZZI, wUlIAlt j
005627 AARBlE, wARREN E.
001205 AARCOUIllIER, wAYNE A.
003803 AAREB, EREORICK P.
003880 AAR6ARECI, AIChAEl A.
006728 AAR6ES0N, LUCY A
004992 AARKIEWICZ, EDmARD E.
001207 AARKUNAS, BARBARA
001208 AARlOH, HAZEL P.
004175 AARONCElH, ElOREEN
001210 AARRONE, OAtilEi
004097 AARRONE, HENRY A.
005256 AARTEl JR., ROlANO A.
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004985 AARTIN, EldANOR A.
003190 RARTIfi, GARY 0.
001659 NARTIK, JtAN fiuV
00121A AARTIK, JEAKNE R.
006555 HARTIK, PATRICIA J
00516A AARTIK, ShAmN
005128 MRTINEAU, ANTHONY J.
0O562A AARTINO, LtWiS 0.
003026 KARTINO, PAUL
004901 lASOK, AAUREEN C.
001222 BASSENGlLL, RICHARD A.
006386 MSTON, AIChAEl T
005/51 NAVO, RAlPrt t.
002?8S AAZAlEwSKI JR., ROBERT J
005329 MZOSOPOS, HARIA E.
005203 HA2UR, SCOTT A.
001234 BA220NI, DAVID
003631 hCAlEVEY, JOSEPH
002/89 ACCARTHY, CHRISTOPHER W.
006/96 ACCARThY, DAVID
003//8 ACCARTHY, fREDERIC 6.
006645 ACCARTHY, KEllEY A
006255 ACCARTHY, PATRICIA A
004365 ttCCARTNEY, REGINA
001245 RCCORAACK, DANIEL M.
003807 ACCORAACK, SCOTT
00486/ NCCORAICi;, SHEuA
004538 HCCDY, EOwARD C.
00124/ ACCULLY, RICHARD A.
00124/ ACCUUY, RICHARD A.
00124/ ACCULlY, RICHARD A.
005574 NCOANIElS, PATRICIA A.
003918 KCD0N0U6H, JOHN 6.
004813 ACfAftLAND, RICK S.
005445 AC6AH, FRANCIS X.
005458 ACGEt SR., ThOAAS f.
004211 NCeiNAESS, BRIAN A.
006293 NC60Ni6LE, lEE ANN
00652/ «C6RAVEY. ROBERT S
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005166 NCINNIS, PATRICK S.
0012S4 BCINTOSH TRUSTEE, ANN
001254 NCINTOSh TRUSTEE, ANN
0012S8 ACINTYRE JR., JOHN 6.
001256 NCINTVRE, JANES f.
001265 NClAu6rtLlh, BRI06ET N.
001265 NCLAU6HLIN, 8RIG6ET I.
001265 NCLAuBHLlN, BRiOBET «.
006352 NClAUBhlIN, btORGE F
001266 NClAUCHLiN, JOHN J.
00126/ NClAuGhlIn, JOSEPH J.
005795 NClEAN, GARV A.
005327 NClEAN, KEVIN J.
005603 NCnAhON, OAVIO ».
003560 NCNANUS, EOwARO T.
000939 NCNALiy, EOwARO J.
0012/1 NCNAlU, MARRy A.
002436 NCNALiy, JUNE 0.
002436 NCNALLy, JUNE 0.
006397 NCNAllV, STEPHEN J
003606 NCPhERSON, PATRICK L.
001276 NCguAOE, RUhARO J.
0066/5 NCwEENEV, KEVIN J
003539 NEANEy, ROBERT C.
003539 NEANEY, ROBERT C.
003539 NEANEV, ROBERT C.
003539 NEANEY, ROBERT C.
005105 NEEhAN TRUSTEE, OENNIS «.
002442 NEISNER, STEPHEN B.
002442 NEISNER, STEPHEN B.
002442 KtiSNER, STEPHEN 8.
001278 NElANSON, JOHN P.
001281 NtlKONlAN, HERBERT 6.
001283 NENARD JR., STEPHEN
001287 NENTICK, WALTER P.
001287 DENTICK, WALTER P.
003913 NERRICK, BRIAN
004227 NEuSE, RICHARO
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003818 NlCHAtL, RONALD
003712 mCHAUO, ROBERT A.
003500 mm, oamel l.
003718 «I66LI0221, RICHARD 6.
0024«7 SIllARO, dARCIA
006478 HILlARO, RALPH H
003516 HIllER iV, FREDtRICi; W.
006374 UlLiEK, fREO 6
006355 «ULER, 6ARy R
006626 BlLiER, JEffREY R
001292 HIllER, PAUL «.
006681 UllER, RONALD J
004540 BIlOnE, SCOTT A.
005055 RIKASALlI, MRS L.
005055 llftASAlLl, MRK l.
006699 NINASIAN. ROBERT H
005532 AiNfllCOZZi, RALPH J.
003915 llNTOli, ROBERT S.
002792 AITCHEll, lESTER W., hEIRS
001295 HITCHELL, RICHARD A.
005697 NITChEll, RIChARO J.
003119 nOKRAY, WALTER K.
005151 NONAhAN SR., KEITH A.
004808 AONTAnA realty TRuST
004808 AOnTANA realty TRUST
005179 HOORE jk., HAROLD 6.
004578 HOORE JR., JOHN R.
005061 AOORE, DOREEN L.
006729 AOORE, JOHN f
003245 AOORE, STEVEN A.
D0S831 NOORE, wIllIAD R.
003608 NORAN, NEIi D.
006564 NORASSt, CATHY J
006504 NOREAU, THDKAS N
0028/0 HOREl, STEVEN E.
004361 NORIARTY, JOSEPH P.
001301 NORIN, ALCIOE L.
001301 NORlN, AlCIOE I.
003343 NORIN, JOSEPH C.
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OOiiM AORRIS, DAVIO L
0O5S*4 HORRiS, OAVID L
005302 lORRIS, JOSEPH B.
004569 kORRIS, lARRV R.
00130A iORRiS, ROBERT S.
005331 nORRIS, ShAwn P.
00130/ aORRISSEY, DANIEL H.
006*01 SORROW, DAMEl, JR. F
0066/6 AORROm, JASON R
005156 BORROW, JOHN F.
004596 NORSE, OAVID A.
002/93 AORSE, OAVIO R.
003895 AOSER, ROBERT A.
001311 AOSES, BRETT E.
004/51 AOUlTON BERnICE H.
005537 aOwBRAY, J. SCOTT
001312 NOwER TS6T, TERRY 8.




005/40 AulhAll, DAMEl J.
00246/ AULHALL, PhIllIP A.
005401 AULlAN, AlCHAEL W.
00566/ AURA, ANTHONY A.
004818 AURPHY, DEIRORE L.
00668/ AURPHY, EDwARO, JR. P
001321 AURPHY, AARK A.
003812 AURRAY JR., CHARLES E.
004531 AURRAY, EDwARD T.
0024/4 AURRAY, FREDERICK L.

















































01/29/01 07:b6 Town of Sanooun Page OOOOiS
fl 6 6 R t V I A T t P R ? t R T Y l i S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer name - Range: firsc to last
Oeiaii Lines inciuoeo = no Aaoitionai Detail
Seiecteo 6iii Cooes = '•" Axi Biii Cooes '*• Cooes
Actt Property Owner Sert flap i Lot
TaK Autnority: An lax Autnorities
6iog Value Lano Value Curr Vaiue Exemptions oet Vaiue
005394 NAQVi, SAQAR A. 000037 16-0
00b391 NAOVI, BAQAR A. 000047 16-010-25
001331 MROIAN, JAKtS «. 001071 04-036
006359 NASTASl, AARJORIE L 000856 16-010-19
006324 (itLSON, JR., DOuSlAS 000800 21-097
001332 NESSEY JR., STANLEY 001065 18-040-07
005508 NESTO, BRUNO R. 001563 27-019
003552 NESTOR, LiNOA 001507 28-035
001336 NEUNAN, ERIC 0. 001073 16-010-06
004957 NEWTON, ANY L. 001074 20-024
004845 NtwTON, JEffREY E. 001265 20-002
004845 NEWTON, JtffREY E. 00220? 19-044-03
004845 NEwTON, JEfEREY E. 002208 19-044-02
000636 NH Electric co-op 001752 z-z-01
001343 NICAl jr., JOHN W. 001070 27-049
001343 NICAl JR., JOHN W. 001072 27-046
001345 NICHOLS, OAlE A. 001076 27-095
005012 NiCnERSDN, lAwRENCE 000067 19-035-03
001350 NICKERSON, ROBERT D. 000833 07-022
002796 NICOLAISEN JR. TRUSTEE, C.N. 001871 24-007-02
001352 NICOLAISEN JR., CHESTER N. 001080 20-021
001352 NICOLAISEN JR., CHESTER N. 001061 20-010
001352 NICOLAISEN JR., CHESTER A. 001082 20-028
004988 NICOLAISEN, ERIC H. 001101 24-005-02
004988 NICOLAISEN, ERIC H. 001102 24-005-03
0OA988 NICOLAISEN, ERIC H. 001103 24-005-04
004988 NICOLAISEN, ERIC H. 001104 24-005-05
004988 NICOLAISEN, ERIC M. 001105 24-005-01
002015 NICOLAISEN, HANS 001872 24-007-03
000465 NOBLE, SUSAN W. 001091 22-026
001362 NOEL JR., REAL C. 001094 05-019-01
0OB022 NOEL, OAVID S. 002121 14-009-58
001363 NOEl, RICHARO £. 001093 18-042-04
006715 NOROIC LINCOLN REALTY TRUST 001025 22-055
001367 NORTH, ElRER E. 001097 29-073
001367 NORTH, ElnER E. 001098 29-077
004007 NORTHROP, DANA 001521 22-019
005729 NORTHUP, ROSENARY F. 002060 14-009-02
005098 NORTON, JOHN 000276 04-014-01
004794 NORTON, JOHN V. 002071 14-009-15
01/29/01 07:Sy Town of Sanooun Pane 000036
« e 8 R £ V i ft r t P K P t R T Y LIST
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Kane - Range: first to last
Detail Lines Inciuoeo = No Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = •" ftii Bin Cooes *" Cooes
Actt Property Owner Serf Kap & Lot
Tax Autnority: Aii Tax Autnorities
Jiog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions Net Vaiue
001366 NOVAK, RICnARD j.
OObbOl NOVEllO, lINOA A.
004960 NU6tNT, FRANCIS A.
0019B6 NUNES, fERNANOD A.
006068 O'CONNEll, JOAN 0.
OOlSn O'CONNEll, juDITh f.
006294 O'CONNEll, KEVIN 6
00361/ O'CONNOR, KEVIN f
005489 O'CONNOR, THAOOEuS P.
006336 0'HA6AN, SCOTT
0064/3 O'hEARN, ROSERT
001396 O'NEAL, VANDA SOlARZ
001399 O'NEILL, JABES A.
006268 O'ROURKE, lEAH E
001382 OSERlE, K06ER C.
001382 OBERlE, R06tR C.
006612 OfFORO, RANDALL
0042/3 OJEAANN, JANES R.
001388 OlOFIElO, BEN F
006691 OlOS, HOWARD U
002489 OlnSTEAD, DONALO l.
0O5S4/ OlSEN, eric l.
005/31 OlSON, JOHN f.
001394 OlSSON, DAVID
003364 DR6AN, CHESTER F.
004/98 ORIO, AATTHEw A.
00631/ ORLANDO, JOHN A
003521 ORNONO, ROBERT C.
00433/ 0S80RNE, PATRICIA
001401 OSBORNE, THONAS L.
001403 osKi, Alexander r.
001403 OSKI, AtEXANOER R.
001403 OSKI, Alexander r.
0O14O6 OTT, PAUL J.
006424 OUEllETTE, PAUL A
0OB166 OVEReAUSH, THOMS J.
005166 OVERBAUOH, THOAAS J.
00140/ PACE JR., ANTHON? S.
002493 PAOOEN, JOHN J.










































01/29/01 0?:b; Toun of Sanoown Page OOOOJ?
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Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range; First to last
Oetaii lines inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = '"* An Bin Cooes **" Cooes
Tax Autnority: An iax Autnorities
6iog Value lano Value Curr Vaiue txemptions Net Vaiueflctj Property Owner berf Aap & tot
006538 PAOHORE, iOlffkii
00H09 PA6t, HAURiCt R.
0O«97 PAbtAU, JOSEPH A.
000182 PAInCmAuO, AlAN l.
004/62 PAINChAuO, AAY £.
00in2 PAINO, JAAtS A.
001413 PAJAH, JAAES A.
ooins palaek jr., aanfoko h.
006683 PALAtR, CLARENCE f
003612 PAOLINI, JOHN f
002/98 PAOLUCCi, 6E0R6E B.
002504 PARAOiE, AIChAEL K.
005227 PARAOIS, bARV A.
001420 PARAh, AlfREO C.
001421 PARASCO, WluiAA A.
004971 PARK, JOHN 0.
005094 PARKER, NANCY JEAN
004093 PARKER, SCOTT 0.
005576 PARTRI06L, OONAlO
006495 PARTRIOGE, ROBERT
001427 PASSANiSi, JAAES T.
002608 PASSANISI, STEVEN
0039/3 PATSflElD, CHRISTOPHER A
004430 PATTEN, JEffREY
006166 PATTERSON, CYNThIA H.
001429 PATTERSON, LtE W.
001432 PATURZO, THOAAS A.
001432 PATURZO, TmOAAS A.
004646 PAULEY, AIChAEl
001433 PAULHUS, EOwARO S.
001434 PAULi, RICHARD J.
003694 PEAKE, KENNETH
006426 PEARSALL, STEPHEN J
004909 PEARSON, DAVID P.
001438 PEARSON, RAlPh S.
001439 PELLE6RIND, JOHN
006668 PELLtiltR, NARY S
001699 PElOSI, FRANK G.
006647 PENNIChuCK EAST UTUITY, INC.










































51/29/01 0/:56 loun of Sanooun Page 000038
A 8 B R £ V I A T t PROPERTY i I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer dame - Range: first to last
Detail tines inciuoeo = fio Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = *'• An Biii Cooes *'* Cooes =
Tax Autnority: Aii Tax Autnorities
6iog Value i.ano Vaiue Curr Vaiue txemptions net VaiueActt Property Owner Ser» nap i lot
001M2 PtRRAOU JR., RAYHOnO
0OU«5 PERREAulT, 6IuES
001M6 PERREllA, ChARlES 0.
OOOn? PERRY, JOSEPH ».
006320 PERRY, WALTER J
002S16 PERSOKEKI, ANN «.
004329 PETERS, bUNt" A.
006551 PETERSOn, ROMlD K
004824 PETROSittO, JOHN A.
0OSb96 PfAff, MluIAn P.
001102 PHAHEUE, OEBRA A.
0OSS69 PhIlBIN, PATRICIA A.
001453 PhulIPS, PAUL T.
001664 PICA, RONAlO J.
002016 PiCARO, OONflifl j.
005143 PICARO, STEPHEN 6.
001455 PICCIRIllI, JOHN J.
003342 PICCIRIllI, ROCCO J.
003342 PICCIRIllI, ROCCO J.
003342 PICCIRIllI, ROCCO J.
001457 PIERCE, ARTHUR
006535 PIERCE, D0U6LAS
006482 PIERCY, 00u6lAS R
002941 PIERCY, lAuRETTA
006573 PIER06, BIChAEl J
004894 PIERSON, MRiE J.
001464 PINARO, JARES E
001464 PINARD, JAKES E
001464 PINARD, JAKES t
005748 PINARO, JAKES E.
001465 PINARO, PETER J.
006470 PINAulT, nark H
005190 PINKSTEN, JAKES E.
001469 PITTS, VERA C.
005148 PlAKK, ROBERT C.
006533 PLOURDE, JAKES L
005707 PLUK, LAURA J.
004589 POEHLKAN, STEPHEN R.
005466 PDIRIER, OANIEl J.









































42,600 75,700 45,000 73,300
37,100
01/29/01 07:55 Town of Sanooun Pace 000039
fl B 6 R £ V I A i E P R P t R T « l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer itame - Range: first to Last
Oetaii lines inciuoeo = No Aooitionai uetaii
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = "** An Bui Cooes "* Cooes
lax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
Actt Prooerty Owner Serf Nap S Lot biog Value lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue txemotions Net Vaiue
00b<3« POLITANO. JOHN
006657 POlIZZOTil, JOStPM J
002947 PONO JR., tOwARO t.
002803 PONTl, JOHN
0OK78 POOct JR., PHiLLiP R.
0OK6O PORTER, wARO f.
OOKBO PORTER, WARO f.
001480 PORTER, WARD f.
001480 PORTER, WARO f.
005215 POSEV SR., NIChAEl C.
005546 POTHiER, ChARlES R.
005177 POTTER, JOHN S.
001481 POTTER, LEICESTER R.
001462 POTTER, ROBERT E.
001462 POTTER, ROBERT E.
006508 POUChER, OAViu 6
006621 POUlIN, JOSEPH
004490 POwEll, ROBERT A.
001489 PRATT, CHARlES «.
004479 PRtSCOTT, PANElA J.
006411 PRICE, JABES R
001494 PftlTCHARD, ANNE E.
005782 PkOIETTI, STEPHEN
006548 PROVENChER, OAVIO l
005843 provost, albert r., jr.
001497 Public service co. of n.
005801 PUNTONI, nIChAEl
001499 PuRDy, NilTON M.
006570 PUTNEY, KENNETH L
005648 QUARANTA, DAVID f.
005648 OilARANTA, DAVID F.
005626 ODEVUlON, JOHN S.
006800 0Dl6LEy, KlABERiy A.
005690 guiNN, LISA H.
001502 ODINN, ROY L.
005089 guiNN, SCOTT A.
004562 gulNTAl, ROBERT JUOE
003603 RA60NESE, AlFIO J.
003478 RA6UST, NARK J.










































01/25/01 08:00 Town of Sanoown Page 000040
A 6 e R £ V i A T E PROPERTY l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: Firs: to lasi
Detail Lines inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = '*" Aii Bin Cooes "' Cooes =
Act* Property Ouner Sert lap i LOt
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
Biog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions Net Vaiue
004858 RAlnODDI JR., AKOREm K.
006425 RAND, JAUtS
00642S RAND, JAAES
001486 RANKEY, ElISSA A.
005651 RAPOSA, ShAwK
005639 RATTRAY, DAVID «.
001508 RAY, Chester a.
004344 RAYHOND JR., BARKY J.
004614 RAYROND, StVIK
002970 REBAl JR., THOMS E.
005210 RECDNNU, ROBERT 6.
001517 REOBOfiD, LEONARD T.
003837 REED, DAVID J.
003837 REED, DAVID J.
005557 REES, DOuGlAS
004651 RE6I0II 10/hEART SYSTEBS
003769 REiiH, RAKOY THOHAS
005517 REBSON, BITChEll E.
006768 RENAuD, BRIAN R
004781 RENT, JEFFREY T.
001520 REPOSA, HENRY F.
005833 RETAiIC, REliE n
002873 REYES, PhIlIP J.
005590 REYNOLDS, DAVID L.
001734 REYNOLDS, J0R6E
006367 REYNOLDS, JR., lEO F
006269 RHEINHARDT, RICHARD D
006731 RICH, DAVID C
D05424 RICHARDS, JOSHUA C.
001524 RICHARDS, lEO A.




001529 RUEV, fREDERICi; L.
001531 RUEY, NELLIE A.
001535 RIPlEY ill, LiNOSEY N.
004212 RITCHIE, TEDDi A.
004742 KlVARO, SYLVIA C.










































01/29/01 08:01 Toun of Sanooun Page OOOOn
A 8 6 8 £ V I A T £ f S P £ R T t i i S ?
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer fiame - Range: First to Last
Detail lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionai uetaii
Seiecteo 8iii Cooes = "* An Bin Cooes "" Cooes
iax Autnority: Au iax Autnorities
Act! Property Owner Sert nap i lot 6iog Vaiue tano Vaiue Curr Vaiue tKemptions Net Vaiue
006620 KiVtRS, JOSEPH J
001S38 RIVERS, LESLIE
005086 RIVET, OANIEl A.
006^52 RiVIEZZO, OAtiA D
005285 RIZ20, JOSEPH i.
001S42 RIZZO, LOUIS W.
003333 RIZZO, STEVEN A.
004312 ROBBINS, EOHiN JR.
001553 ROatRTS JR., WARREN H.
005485 ROBERTS, OVANN C.
001554 R08ERTS, SUZANNE L.
005366 ROBERTSON JR., ROBERT
001557 ROBERTSON, STUART J.
006431 ROBIChAUO, WESLEY
006576 ROSINS, SHARON l
003450 ROBINSON, BRUCE E.
004/57 R06INS0N, STEPHEN E.
004520 ROBINSON, TIAOTHY W.
004450 ROCCO, ANThONV J
005362 ROCCO, PAUL
001570 ROChEFORT, OAViO A.
001571 ROCKwEiL, HOWARD C.
001572 RODERICK, PAUL P.
004302 R006EKS, JEFFREY J.
004267 ROuGERS, PAUL T.
001575 ROORICK, STEVEN A.
006775 ROE, SUSANNA
006513 ROGACa, OAhlEi J
OOlS/9 R06AN, HAZEl
003962 ROGERS, HEIDI
005670 ROGERS, NARK W.
005147 ROGERS, SCOTT A.
001584 ROKES, wARREN J.
004961 ROSATI II, RICHARD J.
005842 R0S8EH REALTY TRUST
005842 ROSBEH REALTY TRUST













































01/29/01 08:02 Town of Sanooun Pace 000042
A B 6 R E V I A T t i> R P E R T y l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: First to last
Detail Lines inciuoeo = do Aooitionai uetaii
Seiecteo 6iu Cooes = '" An Bin Cooes *" Cooes =
ActI Property Owner Sen Aap i lot
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
iiog Vaiue lana Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions iiet Vaiue
0053/2 ROSENE, AlAK B.
001585 ROSS, ROBERT 6.
001690 ROSS, STUART G.
004200 ROTHENBERe, NAOm S.
001594 ROV, ALfREO J
005?36 ROy, ROGER E.
005300 ROyER, OONALO J.
00255/ ROytR, 6ARy
0046/5 RUOiS, WllLlAB J.
001596 RUNCIE, HELENA
006520 RUnyON, OAVID A
001601 RUSSELL, fREO R.
004534 RUSStlL, BATTHEW 6.
001603 RuSSEll, ROBERT J.
001605 RUTi£D6t, LEONARD (.
001605 RUTlEOGE, LEONARD H.
001606 RyAN, ARTHUR A.
002960 RyAN, DEBORAH E.
002960 RyAN, OE80RAH £.
002960 RyAN, DEBORAH E.
002960 RyAN, DEBORAH E.
002959 RyAN, MRK A.
002969 RyAN, fikU A.
002959 RyAN, NARK A.
002959 RyAN, NARK A.
002953 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RyAN, NARK A.
002959 RyAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
002959 RVAN, NARK A.
0029S9 RVAN, NARK A.
002953 RVAN, NARK A.
00535/ RVAN, NiCHAEl T.










































01/29/01 08:03 Town of Sanooun Page 000043
A 8 e R t V I A T £ PROPERTY LIST
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: First to last
Detail Lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Oetau
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = '" Aii Bin Cooes '"* Cooes =
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
Act» Property Owner Ser* nap i Lot 6iog Value Lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions net Vaiue
003/10 RYOeS, JAUES
001609 RYOER, llOYO A.
001614 SABAIlKO, ROCCO J.
001617 SflCCO, JOHN «.
001619 SAOlER, bERTRUOE
0OAb69 SA66£St, hlCHOlflS P.
004301 SALAfiA JR., ThORAS 0.
OOb/93 SAlOlS, OAVIO T.
004250 SAlOIS, WiLLiAA A.
004634 SAlTAlAAACChIA, JOSEPH J.
003/50 SALTER, ROBERT F.
004229 SAABATAkO, RKhAkO R.
006300 SAAAARTAKO, bAETANO
001626 SAAOISETTE, BRtftOA J.
006280 SABPERI, OOMlO P


































































01/29/01 08:04 Town of Sanooun Page 000044
A 6 6 R e V i A r E PROPERTY i. i S T
Sepuenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: firsc to Lasc
Detail Lines inciuoec = Ho floditionai Detail
Seiecteo 6iii Cooes = *'* An Biii Cooes '*• Cooes =
Act* Property Owner ierj «ap i Lot
lax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
6iog Vaiue lano Value Curr Vame txemptions Net Value
002608 SANOOwd, TOWN Of
002808 SANOOwN, TOWN Of
002608 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
002608 SANDOwN, TOWN Of





002606 SANDOWN, TOWN Oi
002808 SANOOuN, TOwN 0:
002608 SANDOwN, TOWN
002806 SANOOwN, TOWN










002808 SANDOWN, TOWN Oi
002808 SANOOWN, TOWN
002606 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANDOWN, TOUN Of
002808 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANDOwN, TOWN Of
002808 SANDOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANOOwN, TOWN Of
002808 SANDOWN, TOwN Of
002808 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANOOUN, TOWN OF
002808 SANDOWN. TOwN Of
002808 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANDOWN, TOwN Of
002808 SANOOWN, TOWN Of









































01/29/01 08:OS Town of Sanooun fage 00004S
fl B B R t V I ft T E P « P t R T y i I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to Last
Oetaii lines Inciuaea = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo 6iii Cooes = •*• Aii Biii Cooes '"" Cooes =
Tax Autnority: Au Tax Autnorities
Actt Property Owner berf Rap i lot Biog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions net Vaiue
002808 SAROOWN, TOwN Of
002606 SAROOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANDOmR, TOun Of
002606 SANOOwN, TOWN Of






002808 SAhOOwN, TOWN Of
002808 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
002808 SANOOwN, TOWN Of
002808 SANOOwN, TOwN Of
005189 SAROS, JOAN C.
003106 SANTA ft Hi, JOSEPH R.
008281 SAPlENZft, JOHN f.
001631 SARiIONE, ARTHUR l.
003639 SAR6tNT, lAuRA
003839 SARStNT, lAuRA
001637 SASStRSON, 60R00N S.
005038 SAUNUtSS, SCOTT J.
003650 SAVARO iNVtSTHENT GROuP
001281 SAVIANO JR., lOuIS l.
001261 SAVIANO JR., lOuIS l.
001195 SAWVER, bUV P.
001615 SAWYER, RUSSEU
005155 SCAli, RIChARO 0.
005155 SCAlI, RICHARO 0.
005155 SCALI, RICHARD 0.
001265 SCAMON, HENRV «.
006151 SCANPORINO, STEPHEN J




0025/3 SCHNEIOER TRUSTEE, lAuREi
0033/0 SCHOENTHAiER INC.
005391 SChOPPE, hARL A.
005103 SCIPIONE, KENNETH C.
005580 SCiSA, CATHERINE t.
002020 SCOTT, NIChAEi R.
001662 SCOTT, WESLEY A.
005225 SEA6ER, DAVID l.




































01/25/01 08:06 loun of Sanooun Paoe 0000*6
A 8 B R £ V I fl T t ? R P t R T Y i i S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: firsL to Last
Oeiau Lines inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = •" An Biii Cooes *'* Cooes
Tax Autnoricy: Au Tax Autnorities
Biog Value Lano Value Curr Vaiue txempiions Net VaiueActt Property Owner Ser< fap i Lot
0OU6/ StLVA6t, ROBERT ThOHAS
OOS024 StVtRiND, BARBARA A.
00406/ SHAEfrtR, CntRrL
00106/ SHAEFFtR, CHERYL
005/64 SHAFftR, JARES £.
00166/ SmAlSI, RALPH C.
00166/ ShAlSI, RAlPh C.
00166/ ShAlSI, RALPH C.
00U6B SHANK S8., JOSEPH «.
006242 SHARP, RICHARD l.
0O50/1 ShARPE, KEITH w.
006416 SHAW, Pt66Y A.
0066/9 SHEA, STEPHEN
004496 ShEERAK, PATRICK J.
005418 ShEPPASO III, JOEL f.
0016/2 ShERIOAN, NIChAEl
0016/4 SHERwOOO, KENNETH W.
005683 ShEwOkIS, CHRISTOPHER J.
0016/6 ShIElOS, DANIEl J.
004//8 SHORE, bARY T.
005839 Short, Christopher
0016/8 ShukER, DAVID W.
005010 SIONAN, KEITH w.
006/12 SIECKORSKI, LORRAINE
001680 SItNKIEWiCZ, FRANCIS A.
005405 SUVA, DONALD f.
001682 SUVA, PHlLLiP
005/20 SUVERNAN, ROChEllE A.
006/0/ SINARD, STEVEN A
004453 SIRON, AlAN
004168 SIRONSEN, EOWIN C.
00542/ SIKPKINS, DONALD f.
006414 SINPSON, ANDREW J
004924 SINPSDN, EOUARO F
005181 SiNOSTER, PAUL 6.
005/50 SLA6ER, MRJORIE
006//8 SLEIGHT, KATHRYN L
006546 SLYNE, THOTHY
004139 SHALL, THOHAS L.










































01/29/01 08:06 loun of Sanoown Page OOOOU
fl B 6 R £ V i A T E u ? R ? t R T Y l I S T
Sequenceo oy laxpayer Name - Hange: firsi; to lasi
Oeiaii Lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionax uetaii
Seiecieo Bill Cooes = "* An Bin Cooes '"* Cooes
lax Autnoricy: An lax Autnorities
Act» Property Owner Ser» Aap S LOC hoq Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue txempitons net Vaiue
004272 SAITH JR., JOSEPH E.
002920 SdlTH TRUSTEE, BARBARA A.
002920 SdiTH TRUSTEE, BARBARA A.
002920 SMTH TRUSTEE, BARBARA A.
002920 SUliH TRUSTEE, BARBARA A.
0O3S6b sniTH, Alan a.
006150 SHITH, ALAN R.
006?14 SAiTH, BRiAli J.
0050S3 SAITh, OAViO E.
005369 SAITh, OtBORAH 1.
001691 SAlTh, OONAlO J.
00628/ SAITH, LISA
003772 SAiTH, RiCriARO J.
0OA911 SAITH, ROBERT
006600 SAITH, SCOTT T
004155 SNOW, CHRISTINE A.
001705 SOAERS, lAwRENCE E.
001705 SOAERS, LAWRENCE E.
005386 SOAERS, ROBERT W.
001706 S0NNA6EN0, ROGER P.
001707 SOTIRAKOPOUlOS, OEAN
00658b SOUCV, JAV S
004625 SOUlARO, JEAN A
001710 SOULE, EREOERICK W.
003629 SPA6NU0L0, ROBERT C.
005154 SPERO, AICHAtL A.
006346 SPlAINE, BEVERLV ANN
001719 SPRIN6ER, CURTIS H.
001720 ST. AAANO, BRIAN D.
001722 ST. AUBIN, lDUISE 6.
005705 ST. JOHN, ALBERT
006738 ST. JOHN, ROBERT M
002735 ST. AATTHEW'S CHURCH
002735 ST. AATTHEW'S CHURCH
002736 ST. AATTHEW'S PARS0NA6E
004929 ST. AATTHEwS UNITEO A. C.
005505 STACHULSa, THOAAS
004327 STACY, WALTER A.
002595 STAEFORO, FREDERICK










































Dl/25/01 08:0/ Town of Sanooun
6 6 R E V I « T t D P R P £ R T V i I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to Last
uetaii Lines inciuoeo = ko Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = "*" flu 8iii Cooes "*" Cooes
Tax flutnority: flu Tax flutnorities
6iog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions net Vaiueflctj Property Ouner Ser* lap i LOt
000811 STANLEY, LEONARD 6.
004819 STflNLEV, NATThtw A.
006539 STANlEV, RuTH C
006638 STANTON, SEflN P
00285/ STATE Of NEW hAKPSHlSt
00285/ STATE Of NEw HANPSHiRt
00285/ STATE Of NEW HflNPSiliRE
00285/ STATE Of NEw HflNPSHlRE
002857 STATE Of NEw hAfiPSHIRE
00285? STATE Of NEW HABPShIRE
00285/ STATE Of NEW rtflNPSHiRE
00285/ STATE Of NEw HANPShIRE
005689 STEELE, NARY E.
001/30 STEiNHOff, OUAlNE B.
002601 STEiNHOff, BARK
003382 STER11N6, ftNfl
00189/ STEVENS, JANE 8.
005283 STEVENS, STEVEN K.
00204/ SlEwflRT, wlLLlAN E.
00419/ STEWART, WliLlflB J.
002813 STOCKNAN, DONALD L.
003856 STONE, RICHARD W.
004412 STONEfORD hONEOWNERS ASSOC.
00631b STONER, RONALD A
005545 STRAN6, ARCHIBALD S.
00b/5b STROUT, KATHLEEN A.
004536 STUNOZE, SCOTT
00644B STUR6E0A, CRAI6 6
DD3/00 SDlLlVAN, EOwARD n.
004471 SULLIVAN, fREDERICK i.
004352 SULLIVAN, JANES f.
005M6 SUulVAN, JOHN L.
001/39 SULlIVAN, KEVIN W.
001743 SULLIVAN, HIllIAN E.
005371 SURRETTE JR. lEON J.
005612 Sweeney, cathy n.
0o1747 sweet, stephen n.
005810 SZENfNtR, JEffREY J.











































01/29/01 08:08 Town of Sanooun Paoe 000045
A B 8 R £ V I fl T £ ? R P t R i Y L i S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Kaine - Range: first to last
Oetaix Lines Inciuoeo = no Aaaitionai Oetaii
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = **' flu Biii Cooes •»* Cooes =
iax flutnority: flu iax flutnorities
Act«
01/29/01 06:09 ioun of Sanooun Page OOOObO
A 8 8 R £ V i A T t PROPERTY l I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer fisine - Range: first to last
Oetaii Lines Inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo 8iii Cooes = "*• Aii Biii Cooes •*' Cooes
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnorities
Act* Property Owner Sent «ap i LOt 6iog Vaiue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions net Vaiue
002822 Thornton, w«. a.
005)96 ThORSTENSON, ClifFDRO B.
D0II291 THURSTON, llOVO A.
006713 TIGHE, JOSEPH C
003908 TiflBERLANE REG. SCh. OIST.
00179? TiAlEOGE JR., wIllIAA f.
006193 TINE, ftOSERT A.
006«02 TiSBEST, NORAAN l
004797 TITORENKO, ANNETTE
OOUBA TOOO, BRIAN j
002932 TOnOI, NARY ANN
0066A7 TOOAEY, JOhN P
001801 TORROAEO, HENRY
001802 iORiOREllO, wIuIAA J.
002821 TOwiE, EuANOR 6.
005361 TOwlER, PATRICIA A.
001806 TOWNE, PHllIP J.
001608 TOwNE, ROBERT H.
003186 TRA8UCC0, PAUL
00381A TkAEGER, AARK K.
003979 TRAfiCANTE, PATRICK A.
0037b? TRAhAN, OAVIO T.
003366 TRAJLlNt< III, PAUL S.
005586 TRASK, GENE C.
006M2 TRAUTZ, ThOAAS
00161A TRAVERS, GARY W.
005555 TREANOR, MIllIAA T
001817 TR06EC JR., MiLLlAA J.
001617 TR06EC JR., wUlIAA J.
OOUIB TRODELlA, RICHARD A.
004416 TROOEllA, RICHARD A.
004416 TRODEllA, RICHARD A.
003461 TR0A6UY, lESlIE J.
003461 TR0A6LEY, LESLIE 0.




































003072 TftUCHE, OAVID A. 000026 23-007-01
003705 TRUE IRREVOCABLE TRUST, ALICE 001546 01-007
002636 TRUE, CHRISTOPHER 001556 16-003
001822 TRUE, RUuOlPH A. 001545 25-074
004147 TUBBS, PETER A. 001879 07-026-08
16,900
01/29/01 08:10 Toun of Sanooun Page OOOOiil
fl B 6 R E V I S T t PROPERTY LIST
Sequenceo Dy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to last
Oeiaii Lines inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Biii Cooes = '*' flu Bin Cooes "* Cooes =
Tax flutnority: flu iax flutnorities
Biog Vaiuc tano Vaiue Curr Vaiue txemptions Net Vaiueflctj Property Ouner Sert Hap i LOt
003^58 TUDISCO, JOStPM




0016?6 TyftCOTTt, JflBtS t.
0018H TURNER III, ROBERT E.
0039*9 UNOERwOOO, SCOTT fl.
O028bb UNKNOWN
006466 UTT, KATHit f
001830 VfllL, Ltt
006383 VALENTINO, HARK A
001644 VAlENZI, 0A«0N
OOA231 VAN flUKEN, NARK
00S13/ VANARiA, PhIlIP
001838 VflNDEKHDOf, WIllIAN N.
001841 VflRTflBEQIflN, ThONAS N.
001840 VARTANIAN, SHARON
006696 VARY, RONfllO R
005334 VflSiL, JAAES
001251 VAU6HN, ROBERT 0.
001850 VfluTOUR, ROBERT j.
001850 VfluTOuR, ROBERT J.
00353? VERSE TECHNICAL INC.
003537 VERGE TtCHNlCflL INC.
001853 VEY JR., ChARlES f.
001410 ViflES, JOHN A.
005490 VI6NEAULT, RICHARD fl
006611 VIllEllA, PflTRiCifl b
006611 VIllEllA, PATRICIA 6
006611 VIllEllA, PATRICIA S
006611 VIllEllA, PflTRIClfl 6
006611 VIllEllA, PfllRICIA 6
005840 VINCENT, JDEl
001785 VITEllO, DAVID f.
001861 VOKEY, NflRTIN C.
003068 VON SAC<EN, PAUL 6.
001840 wfllTT, STANLEY E.
001868 wACEFIElD, OURwflRD D.










































01/29/01 08:11 Toun of Sanoown Paoe 0000S2
A 6 B R t V I A T E PROPERTY LIST
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: first to last
Detail lines Inciuoeo = do Aooitionai Oetaii
Sciecteo Bill Cooes = "*" An Biii Cooes *•• Cooes
flctj Property Owner Serf Aap i i.Ot
Tax Autnority: An Tax Autnoruies
8iog Value lano Vaiue Curr Value Exemptions (tet Vaiue
005//3 wAUER, uERlCt l.
001869 WAUER, DOuGlAS A.
006351 WAUER, dlliA «
0063&1 wAlHER, MM II
003?03 WALL, OAKitL
006?83 WALL, hEAThER
006750 WALL, BICmAEl R
006750 WALL, BICmAEl R
006750 WALL, BIChAEl R
006750 WALL, BIChAEl R
005565 WALL, STEPhEK J.
001873 wAlSh, OAVIO i.
005205 wAlSh, LISA «.
001860 wALioh, Claire e.
001255 wAlTOk, ROMlO
005360 WABBOlOT, SIkBALL
001885 wAkEiKG, RICHARD C.
005115 wARRtfi, JOSEPH E.
006779 watt, Charles t
006781 watt, ShAROK T
001692 wATTON, KiCriARO W.
005412 WAVDA JR., JAflES K.




003220 wEINElT, R08ERT E.
OOAOll WtIR, OAVIu E.
003377 welch jr., john w.
001900 wells jr., frank E.
005616 wEllS, OANA W.
001859 WEllS, SHARON R.
002586 wENTWORTH, ClIffORO 6.
001912 WENTWORTH, BARV L.
006643 WENTZEll, PAul E
005451 WEST, URISTA J.
001916 WESTCOTT, IElVIN A.
004406 WETHERBEE, BERT E.
004787 WHAN, SCOTT 0.










































01/29/01 08:12 Toun oT Sanooun Page OOOOiJ
» 6 6 « t V i A i t u ? « P E R T » i i S T
Secjuenceo oy laxpayer Name - Range: firs: to last
Oetaii Lines inciuoeo = do Aoditionai ueuii
Seiecteo em tooes = """ An Bui Cooes "* tooes =
Tax Autnority: Au Tax Autnorities
flcti Property Owner Ser» Kap i loi Biog Vaxue lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions net Value
0O6/i2 WHITE ROCK KtAlTY TRUST
0028S0 WHITE, OAViu
0O26S0 WHITE, uflViO
001929 WHITE, JOHti t.
00<i28 WHITE, JOHN <.
006412 WHITE, LAWRENCE T
005530 WHITEHEAD, RONAlO 6.
003129 WHITlDCK jr., JAUES A.
003129 WHITlOCK jr. , JflBtS A.
003930 WHITHORE, OENNIS fi.
004/48 WHITNEY, R06ERT J.
001938 WHlTTAKER, COllIE H.
006/65 WHiTTiER, SR., EREOEkICK
00458/ WICHS, PETER J.
006/20 WIOENER, HARK
006514 wIEhlER, ERIC R
005040 WI6HT, EONUNO C.
006271 WUmnS, SCOTT A
0062/1 WUKINS, SCOTT A
006271 WUKINS, SCOTT A
006786 wIllIANS, ERIC 6
0040/8 wIllIAKS, jack
004897 wIllIABS, JAYNA L.
006357 wiLLlAftS, lIZA «
003346 wIllIANS, lYNN 8.
006386 WIllIS, ChRISTOPhER J
001951 wIlnOT, lEE R.
004408 wIlSON, OAVIu A.
001953 wIlSON, uONALO A.
006502 wIlSON, THOMS
001956 WIlSON, wAlTER S.
002662 wIlSON-ERASCONE, JANA
006253 wlNGlASS, ThEOOORE J
006/05 wInKlER, ANDREW
001962 wlNillL, JOHN P.
005044 WiNSLOW, ROBERT E.
005325 wIRTZ, J. THOnAS
005325 WiRTZ, J. IHOMS
005325 WiRTZ, J. THORAS









































01/29/01 08:15 ioun of Sanoown Page OOOOb*
A B 6 R t V i fl T t D P R P £ R T y LIST
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range: First lo las:
Detail Lines inciuoeo = no Aooitionai Detail
Seiecteo Bin Cooes = '" flu Bin Cooes "* Cooes
Actt Property Ouner Sert «ap i Lot
Tax flutnority: An Tax flutnorities
hog Value lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue Exemptions net Vaiue
001963 wOLft, JAUtS e.
001965 wOLfMh, Htlut n.
001966 WOOD, C«A«LtS i.
006659 WOOD, STuART
006583 wOODbuRV, JOStPrt M
0051?0 wOOOKOuSt, WlLLlAB J.
003/60 WORRMN, ROV S.
001969 wORTHfH, HAURICt C.
0019/2 wRIGhT jr., <t«l«tTH 0.
0019/0 WRI6HT, JOHN D.
0019/1 WRIGHT, STEPHEN 8.
0019/8 wunOERlICh Hi, EDWARD
001980 XiflENES, VICTOR
004995 VANKAuEk, SUSAN
00191/ VARDt, GEORGE E.
006449 VATSEVICh, PATRICii
001985 VEROVAN, ChRISiInA S.
004916 YETMN, donna
003843 YORK JR., DONAlO T.
003843 YORK JR., OONAlO T.
003843 YORK JR., DONALO T.
001986 YORK, wiLliAR F.
006/55 YOUNG, DAVID A
00659/ YOUNG, RICHARD J
005113 YDUNG, R06ERT
00406A YOUNG, ROBERT D.
005308 YOUNG, STEPHEN 0.
006302 YOUNG, SuSAN F
005230 YOUNG, TROY t.
002839 2AIK0WSKI, GERALD 6.
005452 2AII6RAN0, BLAISE J.
005452 2AIIBRAN0, BlAISE J.
0045/6 ZARPtLL, IIICHAEl 0.



































006416 ZANNONI, CAROLINE, JVZ REALTY 000639 0/-025-01
004066 2AREABA, WALTER j.
0038/4 2ERANCE, RANDY L.
001990 2iEA6A, JOHN R.








01/29/01 06:H Town of Sanooun
fl 8 8 R E V I fl T t u P K P t R T y i I S T
Sequenceo oy Taxpayer Name - Range; firs: to Last
Octaii lines inciuoeo = i>o Aooiuorsi Oetaii
Seiecteo Siii Cooes = '"* An 6iii Cooes '* Cooes
Pace 000055
AcU Properly Owner
005/98 20IIPA, ANORtw 0.
Serf Bap li loi
002242 07-01/-22
Tax Autnority: An Tax Aulnorities
8iog Vaiue Lano Vaiue Curr Vaiue txemptions dec Vaiue














SANDOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL 887-3648
TIMBERLANE JUNIOR HIGH 382-7131




(HOURS: 8:30 AM - 12:00 NOON, 12:30 PM - 3:00 PM)
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR 887-4870
(HOURS. 8:00 AM - 12:00 NOON, 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM)
(ADD. HRS. 4:30 PM - 7:30 PM - MON . EVENINGS)
FIRE CHIEF 887-4806
POLICE ADMINISTRATION 887-3887
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 887-3887
HEALTH OFFICER 887-3646
HIGHWAY DEPT./ROAD AGENT 887-3484
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 887-6100
SANDOWN LIBRARY 887-3428
SANDOWN POST OFFICE 887-4655
TRANSFER STATION 887-5498
BURNING PERMITS
CARROLL BASSETT 887-3453
IRVING BASSETT 887-4659
JIM BASSETT 887-3496
LLOYD LESSARD 887-3967
